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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Wednesday, April 1

Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville) 2:00-5:00 PM
Registration (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West) 2:00-5:00 PM
Graduate Student Reception (Time & Location TBA)

Thursday, April 2

Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville) 8:00 AM—12:00 PM
Registration (La Nouvelle East/West) 8:00 AM—5:00 PM
Book Exhibit (La Nouvelle East/West) 8:00 AM—5:00 PM
Roll of Honor Inductees Reception (Queen Anne Ballroom) 6:30 PM—8:00 PM
Committee on Sociology in Community and Small Colleges Dinner (Lobby) 6:30—9:30 PM
University of Tennessee Reception (Riverview) 7:30—9:30 PM

Paper, Panel and Invited Speaker Sessions

Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM

1. Paper Session—Communication Technology and Interpersonal Relationships (Bonnet Carre)
2. Paper Session—Aging by Race, Ethnicity and Nativity (Ursulines)
3. Paper Session—Art and Music (Cathedral)
4. Paper Session—College Deviance (Gallier)
5. Paper Session—Constructions of Race, Gender and Sexuality (Cabildo)
6. Paper Session—Contemporary Research on Race and Ethnicity (Pontalba)
7. Paper Session—Criminology (Queen Anne Parlor)
8. Paper Session—Race, Culture and Religion: Historical and Contemporary Views (Orleans/Royal)
9. Paper Session—Women: Negotiating Work and Family (Beauregard)
10. Paper Session—Work and Occupations (Iberville)

Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

11. Panel Session—What Sociologists Want to Tell the President (Iberville)
12. Thematic Session—Trajectories of Life Course Capitals (Cabildo)
13. Paper Session—A Vision for the Future: Gender Changes in Social Institutions (Bonnet Carre)
14. Paper Session—Campus Climate and Student Perceptions (Pontalba)
15. Paper Session—Criminal Justice Mechanisms (Ursulines)
16. Paper Session—Fear of Crime (Gallier)
17. Paper Session—Issues in Gerontology/Aging (Queen Anne Parlor)
18. Paper Session—Testing and Assessment in Education (Cathedral)
19. Paper Session—Violence (Beauregard)
20. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Longing and Belonging: Parents, Children, and Consumer Culture (Orleans/Royal)
Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

21. Panel Session— Inequalities and Newcomers: Barriers to Immigrant Incorporation (Orleans/Royal)
22. Panel Session—Navigating Academia: The Transition from Student-to-Faculty (Pontalba)
23. INVITED ADDRESS—Sociological Practice: William Bielby (Iberville)
24. Paper Session— Active and Community Based Learning in Small and Community Colleges (Beauregard)
25. Paper Session— Community Recovery in New Orleans since Hurricane Katrina: Current Research (Gallier)
26. Paper Session—Complex Organizations (Cathedral)
27. Paper Session—Educational Expectations, Attainments, and the Reproduction of Inequality (Ursulines)
28. Paper Session—Politics, Business and Social Policy in Local and Global Contexts (Queen Anne)
29. Paper Session— Sociology of Education (Cabildo)
30. Author-Meets-Critics Session—The Changing Face of Medicine: Women Doctors and the Evolution of Health Care in America (Bonnet Carre)

Sessions 12:30 PM—1:50 PM

31. SSS Distinguished Lectureship Award Address: Race, Memory, and Historical Responsibility: What Do Southerners Do With A Difficult Past? (Iberville)
32. Thematic Session—Inequalities across the Academic Life Course (Bonnet Carre)
33. Paper Session—Culture of Safety and Support on Campus (Cathedral)
34. Paper Session—Culture, Race and Poverty in Louisiana: Pre- and Post-Katrina (Queen Anne Parlor)
35. Paper Session—Development (Gallier)
36. Paper Session—End of Life (Pontalba)
37. Paper Session—Gender, Inequality and the Body (Ursulines)
38. Paper Session—Race and Social Distance (Cabildo)
39. Paper Session—Sociology of Religion (Orleans/Royal)
40. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Unequal Crime Decline: Theorizing Race, Urban Inequality, and Criminal Violence (Beauregard)

Sessions 2:00 PM—3:20 PM

41. Thematic Session— LGBT Issues Across the Life Course (Queen Anne Parlor)
42. Paper Session— Advantages and Disadvantages to Online Versus "Brick-n-Mortar” Classes in Sociology (Gallier)
43. Paper Session— Crime and Disaster (Bonnet Carre)
44. Paper Session— Crime in the Aftermath of Katrina (Orleans/Royal)
45. Paper Session— Culture and Race (Ursulines)
46. Paper Session— Framing Movements (Pontalba)
47. Paper Session— Region, Race and Health (Cathedral)
48. Paper Session— Religion and Diversity (Cabildo)
49. Paper Session— Researching Katrina and Its Environments: I (Iberville)
Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

50. AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS: Patricia Hill Collins: Title TBA (Iberville)
51. Paper Session—Geographic Information Science in Sociological Research and Teaching (Queen Anne Parlor)
52. Paper Session—New Faces in the ‘Old’ South: Migration, Continuities and Transformations in the American South (Cabildo)
53. Paper Session—Cultural Change in New Orleans Since Katrina (Bonnet Carre)
54. Paper Session—Disaster and Recovery (Ursulines)
55. Paper Session—Marriage and Family (Pontalba)
56. Thematic Session—Minority Mental Health: Points Along the Life Course (Orleans/Royal)
57. Paper Session—Quality of Life (Gallier)
58. Paper Session—Race, Ethnicity and Community (Cathedral)

Sessions 5:00 PM—6:20 PM

59. Panel Session—In Honor of Roll of Honor Inductee Clifton D. Bryant (Orleans/Royal)
60. Panel Session—In Honor of Roll of Honor Inductee Patricia Yancey Martin (Iberville)
61. Paper Session—Challenges in Education (Gallier)
62. Paper Session—Children and Parenting (Pontalba)
63. Paper Session—Disaster Capitalism, Non-Profits, and Post-Katrina New Orleans: The Case of Public Housing (Beauregard)
64. Paper Session—Disease and Illness (Ursulines)
65. Paper Session—For Sociology’s Sake: The Black South, or Knowledge Lost and Found (Cabildo)
66. Paper Session—Juvenile Crime: Offenders and Victims (Bonnet Carre)
67. Paper Session—Stratification Across Institutions and Contexts (Queen Anne Parlor)
68. Paper Session—Youth, Technology, and Digital Inequality (Pontalba)

Sessions 6:30 PM—7:50 PM

69. Panel Session—Narrating the Storm: Telling our Sociological Stories of Hurricane Katrina (Iberville)
70. Panel Session—Preparing for a Program Review (Ursulines)
71. Panel Session—Research Funding Opportunities in Sociology at the National Science Foundation (Pontalba)
72. Paper Session—Innovative Methods (Cathedral)
73. Paper Session—Varieties of Educational Contexts and Their Connections to Inequality (Gallier)
74. Paper Session—Youth Culture and Behavior (Cabildo)

Friday, April 3

American Sociological Association Chair’s Breakfast (Room TBA) 7:00 AM—7:50 AM
Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville) 8:00 AM—12:00 PM
Sociologists for Women in Society-South (SWS-S) Business Meeting and Silent Auction
Paper, Panel and Invited Speaker Sessions

Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM

75. Panel Session— The Village Elder in the Black Community: Reclaiming the Legacy and Maintaining Heritage and Community in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Orleans/Royal)
76. Paper Session— "Other" in the Classroom (Gallier)
77. Paper Session— Art, Leisure and Culture (Beauregard)
78. Paper Session— Environmental Movements (Bonnet Carre)
79. Paper Session— Film and Print (Cathedral)
80. Paper Session— Movements and Countermovements (Queen Anne Parlor)
81. Paper Session— Race, Crime and the Police (Iberville)
82. Paper Session— Research on Religion (Cabildo)
83. Paper Session— Rural Crime (Pontalba)
84. Paper Session— Sexuality Norms and Deviance (Ursulines)

Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

85. Thematic Session— Persistent Inequalities in the Life Course Before and After Hurricane Katrina Among Drug-Using New Orleans Evacuees (Beauregard)
86. Paper Session— Education (Cathedral)
87. Paper Session— Group Processes and Justice (Bonnet Carre)
88. Paper Session— Inequality and Stratification (Ursulines)
89. Paper Session— Race and Education (Pontalba)
90. Paper Session— Relationships (Queen Anne Parlor)
91. Paper Session— Social Inequality (Gallier)
92. Paper Session— Work-Family Imbalance: Current Research on Predictors and Consequences (Orleans/Royal)
93. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Women, Work and Family in the Antebellum Mountain South. (Iberville)
94. Author-Meets-Critics Session—White Logic, White Methods: Racism and Methodology (Cabildo)

Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

95. Paper Session— Ongoing Issues in Disaster Community Recovery and Resiliency (Gallier)
96. Paper Session— Attitudes and Achievement in Education (Cabildo)
97. Paper Session— Emotions (Cathedral)
98. Paper Session— Hurricane Katrina: Implications by Race, Gender and Religion (Beauregard)
99. Paper Session— Immigration and Immigrant Incorporation (Bonnet Carre)
100. Paper Session— Race, Aspirations and Achievement (Pontalba)
101. Paper Session— Research on Evangelicals and Mainline Denominations (Orleans/Royal)
102. Paper Session— Sex, Gender and Sexuality (Queen Anne Parlor)
103. Paper Session— Sociological Research in Applied Settings: Challenges and Opportunities 
(Ursulines)

104. Author-Meets-Critics Session— Author-Meets-Critics: God's Heart Has No Borders 
(Iberville)

Sessons 12:30 PM—1:50 PM

105. Paper Session— Collective Memory and Trauma (Cabildo)
106. Paper Session— Factors Affecting Party Identification and Voting (Cathedral)
107. Paper Session— Gender and Work (Beauregard)
108. Paper Session— Impacts of Globalization on Nonwestern Women (Bonnet Carre)
109. Paper Session— Networks, Race and Culture in Education (Orleans/Royal)
110. Paper Session— Researching Katrina and Its Environments II (Iberville)
111. Paper Session— Social Networks and their Effects (Gallier)
112. Paper Session— Social Psychology I (Queen Anne Parlor)
113. Paper Session— Sociological Theory (Ursulines)
114. Author-Meets-Critics Session— Reproducing Racism: White Space, Elite Law Schools, and 
Racial Inequality (Pontalba)

Sessons 2:00 PM—3:20 PM

115. PRESIDENT'S INVITED ADDRESS: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva: Did Racism End in America 
on November 4th, 2008? Towards a Sociological Interpretation of the Obama Phenomenon 
(Iberville)
116. Panel Session— Getting Tenure (Pontalba)
117. Paper Session— Examining the Effects of the Global Inequality of Women (Cabildo)
118. Paper Session— Gender, Wealth and Risky Behavior (Cathedral)
119. Paper Session— Social Class Studies (Ursulines)
120. Paper Session— Social Safety Nets (Orleans/Royal)
121. Paper Session— Sociological Approaches to Disaster: Personal, Institutional, and Structural 
Preparedness (Bonnet Carre)
122. Paper Session— The Politics of Work (Queen Anne Parlor)
123. Paper Session— Violence II (Gallier)

Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

124. Panel Session— Gender and Feminism in the Classroom (Bonnet Carre)
125. Paper Session— Food Supply (Gallier)
126. Paper Session— Law (Cathedral)
127. Paper Session— Public Sociology, Teaching and Service Learning: Local and Global 
Perspectives (Queen Anne Parlor)
128. Paper Session— Social Capital (Pontalba)
129. Thematic Session— Social Connections over the Life Course (Orleans/Royal)
130. Paper Session— Social Psychology II (Ursulines)
131. Paper Session— Southern Movements (Iberville)
132. Paper Session— Women and Crime (Cabildo)
Saturday, April 4

Business Meeting (Board Room) 7:00 AM—9:00 AM
Executive Committee Meeting (Board Room) 9:00 AM—12:00 PM
Registration and Book Exhibit (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West) 8:00 AM—12:00 PM
Standing Committee Meetings (Board Room) 12:00 PM—3:00 PM
Poster Session (Queen Anne Ballroom) 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM

133. Panel Session— Why Am I a Sociologist? (Pontalba)
134. Paper Session— Alcohol and Drugs (Gallier)
135. Paper Session— Challenges at Many Levels: How Organizations Structure Gender Inequality (Cabildo)
136. Paper Session— Constructing Families: Intersections of Gender, Sexuality, Race, Class, and Nation (Iberville)
137. Paper Session— Environmental Sociology (Cathedral)
138. Paper Session— Food Assistance Programs (Presbytere)
139. Paper Session— Gender Roles and Identity: Continuity and Change (Ursulines)
140. Paper Session— Religion, Politics and Education (Orleans/Royal)
141. Paper Session— Teaching About Inequality, Crime and Justice (Bienville)

Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

142. Paper Session—Fight the Power: Engaging Students in Social Justice Action and Research (Pontalba)
143. Thematic Session— Popular Culture Across the Life Course (Iberville)
144. Thematic Session—Race, Gender and Place on Inequality Across the Lifecourse (Ursulines)
145. Paper Session— Health Care Access (Gallier)
146. Paper Session— Health Standards (Presbytere)
147. Paper Session— Minorities and Health (Bienville)
148. Paper Session— Politics, Ethnicity and Gender (Cathedral)
149. Paper Session— Social Psychology III (Orleans/Royal)
150. Paper Session— Teaching Critical Perspectives and Critical Thinking (Cabildo)

Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

151. Panel Session—Advancing Research on Women in Academia (Cathedral)
152. Panel Session—Assessment in the Undergraduate Classroom (Queen Anne Ballroom —Roundtable 1)
153. Panel Session— Human Rights, The City and Local Politics (Queen Anne Ballroom —Roundtable 2)
154. Panel Session— Successfully Teaching Undergraduate Statistics (Queen Anne Ballroom —Roundtable 3)
155. Paper Session— Criminological Theory (Ursulines)
156. Paper Session— Diverse Research on Undergraduate Education (Presbytere)
157. Paper Session— Mental Health, Illness and Well-Being (Bienville)
158. Paper Session— Negotiating Masculinity and Femininity (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 4)
159. Paper Session— Occupations (Cabildo)
160. Paper Session— Political Sociology I (Gallier)
161. Paper Session— Poverty, Welfare and Homelessness (Iberville)
162. Paper Session— Public Health (Pontalba)
163. Panel Session— Redefining Radical Sociology (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 5)
164. Paper Session— Urban Renewal and Environmental Improvement (Orleans/Royal)

Sessions 12:30 PM—1:50 PM

165. Paper Session—Scholars-in-Training: Undergraduate Research at a Small Liberal Arts College (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 1)
166. Paper Session— Gender and Feminism (Gallier)
167. Paper Session— Media Studies (Ursulines)
168. Paper Session— Mental Health and Medical Sociology (Bienville)
169. Paper Session— Migration (Cathedral)
170. Paper Session— Repression and Mobilization (Pontalba)
171. Paper Session— Rural and Urban Sociology (Cabildo)
172. Paper Session— School Crime and Disorder (Presbytere)
173. Paper Session— Sustained Inequalities in Post-Katrina New Orleans (Iberville)
174. Paper Session— Women, Social Institutions and Activism (Orleans/Royal)
175. Panel Session— Alpha Kappa Delta Information Session (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 2)
176. Paper Session— Undergraduate Research 1: Stress, Happiness, and Personal Well-Being (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 3)
177. Paper Session— Undergraduate Research 2: Crime/Law/Deviance Studies (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 4)

Sessions 2:00 PM—3:20 PM

179. Paper Session— Homophobia, Gay Rights and Queer Activism (Presbytere)
180. Paper Session— Juveniles in Custody (Gallier)
181. Paper Session— Masculinity, Culture and Social Institutions (Orleans/Royal)
182. Paper Session— Medical Sociology (Ursulines)
183. Paper Session— Natural Resources (Bienville)
184. Paper Session— Prejudice and Social Change (Cathedral)
185. Paper Session— Racial and Ethnic Identity (Iberville)
186. Paper Session— Regional Studies (Pontalba)
187. Paper Session— Varied Paths of Inquiry on Sex and Gender (Cabildo)

Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

188. Panel Session—Do You Want to Work at a Small or Community College? (Orleans/Royal)
189. Panel Session— Teaching and Learning in a Multicultural Classroom. Sponsored by Sociologists for Women in Society-South (Ursulines)
190. Paper Session— Community Dynamics (Pontalba)
191. Paper Session— Networks (Cabildo)
192. Paper Session— Race and Family (Presbytere)
193. Paper Session— Race, Gender and Schools (Bienville)
194. Paper Session— Teaching Sociology Online: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly (Iberville)
195. Paper Session— Teaching: Issues of Race and Inequality (Gallier)
196. Paper Session— Work (Cathedral)
Wednesday, April 1

2:00 PM—5:00 PM

Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville)

Registration (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West)

Graduate Student Reception (Time & Location TBA)
Thursday, April 2

8:00 AM—12:00 PM

Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville)

8:00 AM—5:00 PM

Registration and Book Exhibit (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West)

Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM

1. Paper Session—Communication Technology and Interpersonal Relationships (Bonnet Carre)

**Presider:** Timothy M. Hale, University of Alabama-Birmingham

- *Txt Me: The Role of Text Messaging in Building College Students Romantic Relationships,* Andrea Meltzer, University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Suzanne Kurth, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
- *Processes of Self Construction Within the Borders of the Personal Interactive Homepage: An Ethnography of MySpace,* Jennifer Davis, Texas A&M University
- *Negotiating the Self in Interstitial Space: A Study of Everyday Forms of Electronically Mediated Communication among College Students,* Steven J. Seiler, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
- *Friending Ana: Pro-Anorexia on the Internet,* Brandon P. Christian, University of Southern Mississippi

2. Paper Session—Aging by Race, Ethnicity and Nativity (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Ye Luo, Clemson University

- *Race, Ethnicity, and Nativity Differences in Housing Quality Among Elderly Aging in Place,* Peter J. Mateyka, The Pennsylvania State University
- *Social Predictors of End of Life Discussions Among Older Americans,* Wendy D. Brynildsen, Duke University
- *Activity Patterns among the Oldest Old Chinese,* Ye Luo, Clemson University; Xue Liu, Clemson University; Jun Xu, Clemson University
3. Paper Session—Art and Music (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Toby A. Ten Eyck, Michigan State University

- *In the Sweet By and By: Folk Music and Cultural Power through the Life Course,* Andrew Ritchey, UNC-Chapel Hill
- *Devil Went Down to Nashville: Political, Industrial and Biographical Changes in Country Music,* Dustin Kidd, Temple University
- *Icon Characterization in Life and Time Magazines,* Marshica Stanley, UNCG
- *Justifying the Critique: Art criticism in the New York Times, 1920s, 1960s, and 1990s,* Toby A. Ten Eyck, Michigan State University; Lawrence Busch, University of Lancaster/Michigan State University
- *The Customer Isn't Always Right: Tattoos as Shared Art,* Andrea L. Thornhill, University of Southern Mississippi; Dana M. Fennell, University of Southern Mississippi; Terri J. Boteler, University of Southern Mississippi; Julie N. Leist, University of Southern Mississippi

4. Paper Session—College Deviance (Gallier)

**Presider:** Rhonda D. Evans, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

- *Bond to Society and Academically Unmotivated Behavior: A Comparison of College Students in Japan and the United States,* Emiko Kobayashi, Kanazawa University; Miyuki Fukushima, University of Oklahoma; Susan Sharp, University of Oklahoma
- *Young Adults and the Process of Maturing Out of Problem Drinking,* Lauren Alyce O'Brien, University of Georgia
- *Strain and Cheating among College Students in Japan and the U.S.: Cross-Cultural Application of Agnew's General Strain Theory,* Miyuki Fukushima, University of Oklahoma; Emiko Kobayashi, Kanazawa University; Susan Sharp, University of Oklahoma
- *Academic Dishonesty, Binge Drinking, and Risky Sexual Behavior: Examining the Impact of Fraternity Membership and Perceived Behavior of Fraternity Brothers on Deviant Behavior,* Rhonda D. Evans, University of Louisiana at Lafayette; Heather R. Faulk, University of Louisiana at Lafayette
5. Paper Session—Constructions of Race, Gender and Sexuality (Cabildo)

*Presider:* George R. Still III, Virginia Tech

- *The Transparent White Subject and the Racial (Re)production of Sexed Spaces,* Corie J. Hammers, Armstrong Atlantic State University
- *Embodying Dance and Desire: Conscious and Unconscious Desires Mapped Out on the Nightclub Dance Floor,* Danielle A. Hidalgo, UC Santa Barbara
- *Hillary Clinton and the Presidential Campaign: Gender and Race in the Media,* Katherine M. Barker, Roosevelt University

6. Paper Session—Contemporary Research on Race and Ethnicity (Pontalba)

*Presider:* James Coverdill, University of Georgia

- *The Role of Race in the Transition to Adulthood,* Daniel P. Kuehn, The Urban Institute; Marla McDaniel, The Urban Institute
- *Race and the Quality of Life in America, 1972 - 2006,* James Coverdill, University of Georgia; Carlos Lopez, Chemeketa Community College; Michelle Petrie, University of South Carolina Aiken
- *The Race to Be Greek: The Distribution of Minority Students among Greek-Letter Fraternities,* James L. Huettig, Northwestern University
- *Carpooling as Transportation Adaptation among Racial Minorities,* Sarah E. Hendricks, University of Tennessee; Stephanie A. Bohon, University of Tennessee

7. Paper Session—Criminology (Queen Anne Parlor)

*Presider:* Lisa Tichavsky, North Carolina State University

- *Inmate Gangs: Being Down with the Homies,* Eric F. Bronson, Lamar University
- *Predicting Gang Membership by Family Structure and the Parent/Child Relationship,* James B. Stykes, Austin Peay State University; Tucker Brown, Austin Peay State University
- *The Impact of Formal Social Control within the Family: Domestic Violence Laws and Juvenile Arrests,* Lisa Tichavsky, North Carolina State University
- *Does More Prisoner Contact With Family And Friends Reduce Recidivism? An Application of Learning and Social Control Mechanisms,* Peter B. Wood, Eastern Michigan University; David C. May, Eastern Kentucky University
- *Drugs and Burglary,* Leslie Abell, Western Kentucky University
8. Paper Session— Race, Culture and Religion: Historical and Contemporary Views (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Linda M. Waldron, Christopher Newport University

- *A Little Separation or Complete Oppression? A Comparison of Whites' and Blacks' Memories of Legal Segregation*, Kristen M. Lavelle, Texas A&M University
- *The Construction of Race, Gender and Sexuality on HBOs The Wire*, Linda M. Waldron, Christopher Newport University; Cheryl Chambers, Christopher Newport University
- *Race Differences in Cremation Acceptance: Religious Communities versus Religious Beliefs*, Paige Gabriel, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga; Tom W. Buchanan, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

9. Paper Session— Women: Negotiating Work and Family (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University

- *Professional, Wife, Mother: The Three Faces of Femininity of Immigrant Tamil Professional Women in Atlanta*, Namita Manohar, University of Florida
- *Gender Strategies of Women Scientists in Academia: Finding Common Ground for Action or Perpetuating Divisions?*, Sharon Bird, Iowa State; Laura Rhoton, Iowa State
- *I Do Not Have To Look To My Husband: Microcredit and Social Development in South India*, Merideth Anderson, Louisiana State University
- *Narrative Constructions of Intimacy and Single Lifestyles among Young Professional Women from Mexico City: Tradition, Modernity and Denial*, Daniel Nehring, Valdosta State University
10. **Paper Session— Work and Occupations (Iberville)**

**Presider:** Beth A. Rubin, University of North Carolina–Charlotte

- *The Impact of Layered-Task Time and Temporal Personality on Job-Satisfaction*, Beth A. Rubin, University of North Carolina–Charlotte; Brett A. Agypt, University of North Carolina–Charlotte
- *Restaurant Work and the Time Bind: How Elite Female Chefs Negotiate Work and Family*, Deborah A. Harris, Texas State University–San Marcos; Patti Giuffre, Texas State University–San Marcos
- *Juggling Work and Play: A Comparison of Contemporary and Old-Time Musicians*, William F. Danaher, College of Charleston

**Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM**

11. **Panel Session— What Sociologists Want to Tell the President (Iberville)**

**Presider:** Margaret L. Andersen, University of Delaware

- *Panelist*, Tyrone Forman, Emory University
- *Panelist*, Leslie Hossfeld, University of North Carolina Wilmington
- *Panelist*, Yvonne D. Newsome, Agnes Scott College

12. **Thematic Session— Trajectories of Life Course Capitals (Cabildo)**

**Presider:** Steve McDonald, North Carolina State University

- *Social Change and Socioeconomic Disparity in Health over the Life Course: The Case of China*, Feinian Chen, North Carolina State University; Yang Yang, University of Chicago; Guangya Liu, North Carolina State University
- *Social Capital Across the Life Course: Age and Gendered Patterns of Network Resources*, Steve McDonald, North Carolina State University; Christine Mair, North Carolina State University
- *Accumulative Advantage, Race, and Housing Wealth: A Longitudinal Analysis of Differences in Housing Wealth Among Older Americans*, Stanley Deviney, University of Maryland Eastern Shore; David Alston, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
- *Life Course Trajectories of Religious Capital*, Linda K. George, Duke University; Matthew E. Dupre, Duke University
13. Paper Session— A Vision for the Future: Gender Changes in Social Institutions (Bonnet Carre)

**Presider:** Deborah L. Rexrode, University of Virginia

- *The dot (.) com Marriages: Examining the Changing Dynamics of Arranged Marriages in India*, Mili Kalia, University of Virginia
- *Community Health Outreach Programs as a Tool for Reducing Sexual Violence*, Evelyn Hall, University of Virginia
- *Prophetic Voices in Pink Collars: The Changing Landscape of Ordained Clergy in American Protestant Congregations*, Deborah L. Rexrode, University of Virginia
- *Mothers of Invention? The Surprising History and Future of Gender and Technology*, Rae Blumberg, University of Virginia

**Discussant:** Deborah L. Rexrode, University of Virginia

14. Paper Session— Campus Climate and Student Perceptions (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Jodi H. Cohen, Bridgewater State College

- *Sex in the Classroom: A Look at Sexism on College Campuses*, Jessica L. Mann, Bridgewater State College
- *Homophobia Got You Down? Low Levels of Self-Esteem Relate to Homophobia on a College Campus*, Taylor L. Hall, Bridgewater State College
- *I'm OK, You're OK: Attitudes of First-Year Students Toward LGBT Students and Faculty*, Jennifer L. Madeira, Bridgewater State College

15. Paper Session— Criminal Justice Mechanisms (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Komanduri S. Murty, Clark Atlanta University

- *Post-conviction DNA Exonerations*, Komanduri S. Murty, Clark Atlanta University; Ashwin G. Vyas, Clark Atlanta University
- *Specialized Domestic Violence Courts: Purpose or Problem?*, Ashley A. Petersen, University of West Georgia; Daniel S. Jarvis, University of West Georgia
- *Criminological Education, Media, and Policy Positions Regarding the CJS*, Casey Welch, Flagler College; Jesse Daniels, University of North Florida; Jaimee Stewart, University of North Florida
- *Examining the Effects of a Dog-Training Program: An Exploratory Study*, Carrie Summers, Georgetown College
16. Paper Session— Fear of Crime (Gallier)

**Presider:** Kristin Swartz, University of Cincinnati

- *Examining the Connection between Fear of Crime, Vulnerability and Disabilities*, Nicole E. Rader, Mississippi State University; Jeralynn S. Cosman, Mississippi State University
- *An Examination of the Factors Influencing Fear of Crime in Kenya*, Marci L. Caldwell, Western Kentucky University; Jerry K. Daday, Western Kentucky University
- *Interrelationships Among Victimization, Risk and Fear at School: A Developmental, Gendered Perspective*, Kristin Swartz, University of Cincinnati; Billy Henson, University of Cincinnati; Bradford Reynolds, University of Cincinnati; Pamela Wilcox, University of Cincinnati

17. Paper Session— Issues in Gerontology/Aging (Queen Anne Parlor)

**Presider:** Melissa Inez Bamba, University of Florida

- *The Golden Years? The Experiences of the Elderly and Homeless*, Amy M. Donley, University of Central Florida; James D. Wright, University of Central Florida
- *The Impact of the Older Adults Act Nutrition Services Program on Older Adult Institutionalization: A Story of Success or Failure at the State Level*, David R. Buys, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Julie L. Locher, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- *Images of the Life Course: Perceptions of the Timing of Middle Age*, Erica L. Toothman, Florida State University; Anne E. Barrett, Florida State University
- *Coping with Problems: A View from Later Life*, Melissa Inez Bamba, University of Florida

18. Paper Session— Testing and Assessment in Education (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Chandrouti R. Persaud, Mississippi Valley State University

- *Collaborative Learning and Critical Thinking: Reflections on the Effectiveness of Discussion Board as a Tool for Peer Assessment and Student Engagement*, Anna A. Hall, Delgado Community College
- *Assessment in the Undergraduate Classroom*, Chandrouti R. Persaud, Mississippi Valley State University
- *Quality Matter to Students? Peer-Reviewed vs. Non-Peer-Reviewed Online Courses*, Michelle Emerson-Lewis, Kennesaw State University
- *Does Testing Format (Online versus In-class) Affect Test Scores?*, Sara Brallier, Coastal Carolina University; Linda Palm, Coastal Carolina University; Karen Maguire, Coastal Carolina University
- *Western Faculty Assumptions in a Non-Western Teaching/Learning Environment*, Nancy Sonleitner, University of Tennessee Martin; Deborah Wooldridge, Bowling Green State University
19. Paper Session—Violence (Beauregard)

Presider: Marc Riedel, Southeastern Louisiana University

- *What Do We Know about the Structural Covariates of Homicide Rates? A Return to a Classic Twenty Years Later*, Patricia L. McCall, North Carolina State University; Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware; Kenneth C. Land, Duke University
- *Murder-Suicide: A Review of the Literature*, Marc Riedel, Southeastern Louisiana University
- *Charting Recent Crime Trends in the Aftermath of the Great American Crime Decline*, Kevin T. Wolff, Florida State University; Eric P. Baumer, Florida State University

20. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Longing and Belonging: Parents, Children, and Consumer Culture (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Elizabeth H. Gorman, University of Virginia

- Author, Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
- Critic, Susan A. Dumais, Louisiana State University
- Critic, Linda A. Renzulli, University of Georgia
- Critic, Ida Harper Simpson, Duke University
- Critic, Dustin Kidd, Temple University

Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

21. Panel Session—Inequalities and Newcomers: Barriers to Immigrant Incorporation (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Stephen J. Sills, University of North Carolina Greensboro

- *Fair and Healthy Homes: Disparities in Immigrant Housing*, Stephen J. Sills, University of North Carolina Greensboro
- *Anti-Latino-Immigrant Politics in North Carolina*, Paul Luebke, University of North Carolina Greensboro
- *No Somos Turistas!: Latino Access to Healthcare Services in Western North Carolina*, Cameron Lippard, Appalachian State University
- *Racial/Ethnic Identity and Indo-Guyanese Migrants*, Natassaja M. Chowthi, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
22. **Panel Session—Navigating Academia: The Transition from Student-to-Faculty.**
Sponsored by Sociologists for Women in Society-South (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Julie B. Wiest, University of Tennessee

- *Panelist,* David Brunsma, University of Missouri
- *Panelist,* Maria Febbo-Hunt, Meredith College
- *Panelist,* Teresa Rust Smith, Salem College
- *Panelist,* Paul Lachelier, Stetson University

23. **INVITED ADDRESS—SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE.** Sponsored by the Committee on Sociological Practice (Iberville)

- *Reflections on Sociological Practice,* William T. Bielby, University of Illinois-Chicago

24. **Paper Session—Active and Community Based Learning in Small and Community Colleges.** Sponsored by the Committee on Community and Small Colleges (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Denise L. Bissler, Randolph-Macon College

- *Integrating Active Learning in Small Methods Classes,* Cheryl Chambers, Christopher Newport University
- *Expanding the Boundaries of the Classroom: Service Learning and the Liberal Arts Experience,* Beth Gill, Randolph-Macon College
- *Implementing Community Based Research in an Interdisciplinary Research Methods Class,* Susan H. Ambler, Maryville College
- *Faculty Teaming with Campus & Community Partners for Interactive Service-Learning,* Siti Kusujiarti, Warren Wilson College; Janet Jones, Warren Wilson College
- *Group Examinations: Advantages and Disadvantages,* Marion Manton, Christopher Newport University; Joseph Healey, Christopher Newport University

25. **Paper Session—Community Recovery in New Orleans since Hurricane Katrina: Current Research (Gallier)**

**Presider:** Frederick Weil, Louisiana State University

- *Panelist,* Andrew Curtis, University of Southern California
- *Panelist,* Dominique Duval-Diop, PolicyLink
- *Panelist,* Wesley M. Shrum, Louisiana State University
- *Panelist,* Allison Plyer, Greater New Orleans Community Data Center
26. Paper Session— Complex Organizations (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Andreas Schneider, Texas Tech University

- *Advances in Computer Simulations of Conflict in Multi-cultural Corporations: An Over-Time Comparison*, Andreas Schneider, Texas Tech University; Tobias Schroeder, Humbold University Berlin
- *Interorganizational Connectivity and Organizational Capacity: A Social Network Analysis of a Local Nonprofit Community in Virginia*, F. Paul Stevens, Virginia Commonwealth University; Jennifer A. Johnson, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Retention-Oriented Employment Practices in MNC Affiliates in China*, Yang Cao, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Wei Zhao, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Ben Baran, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Adrian Goh, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

27. Paper Session— Educational Expectations, Attainments, and the Reproduction of Inequality (Ursulines)

**Presider:** John Reynolds, Florida State University

- *College for All: A Weakening of Social Constraints on Education or Maintained Inequality?*, John Reynolds, Florida State University; Monica K. Johnson, Washington State University
- *Educational Expectations and the Social Reproduction of Class and Race/Ethnic Inequality*, Lisa Weinberg, Florida State University
- *The Effects of School Socioeconomic Environment on Low-SES Students Educational Expectations and College Enrollment*, Aaryn Ward, Louisiana State University
- *Paying the Price of Opportunity: College-Related Debt and Black-White Wealth Inequality*, Brandon A. Jackson, Florida State University
- *The Effects of School System Financial Resources on Educational Attainment*, Daniel M. Stuhlsatz, Mary Baldwin College
28. Paper Session—Politics, Business and Social Policy in Local and Global Contexts
(Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Roy C. Barnes, University of Michigan-Flint

- *Ideology, Political Power, and Economic Development in Alabama*, Megan G. Swindal, Cornell University
- *International Conflict, Heterogeneous Trade, and Position in the World Economy*, Laura Nash, Syracuse University; Christopher Dick, North Carolina State University

29. Paper Session—Sociology of Education (Cabildo)

Presider: Mark J. Schafer, Louisiana State University

- *Student Evaluation or Student Rating of Instruction: Results from Parallel Surveys of Students and Faculty at a Small, Liberal Arts College*, Larry D. Hall, Spring Hill College
- *Regional Contexts: The Spatial Dynamics of School Performance in Louisiana*, Mark J. Schafer, Louisiana State University; Makiko Hori, Louisiana State University; Troy C. Blanchard, Louisiana State University
- *Using Supplemental Instruction Methods for Improving Student Performance in Introduction to Sociology Courses*, Timothy Hayes, The University of North Carolina at Pembroke; Darcy M. Hayes, The University of North Carolina at Pembroke; Angela L. Rodgers, The University of North Carolina at Pembroke
- *Graduate Students Multiple Worlds and the Transition into Graduate Education: A Qualitative Study of the Experiences of First Year Graduate Students*, Sarah P. Walsh, Louisiana State University
30. Author-Meets-Critics Session—The Changing Face of Medicine: Women Doctors and the Evolution of Health Care in America. Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Elizabeth H. Gorman, University of Virginia

- **Authors**, Ann Boulis, University of Pennsylvania; Jerry Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania
- **Critic**, Mary Frank Fox, Georgia Institute of Technology
- **Critic**, Karen Campbell, Vanderbilt University
- **Critic**, Patricia Yancey Martin, Florida State University

**Sessions 12:30 PM—1:50 PM**

31. 2007-2008 SSS Distinguished Lectureship Award Address: Race, Memory, and Historical Responsibility: What Do Southerners Do With A Difficult Past? (Iberville)

- Larry Griffin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

32. Thematic Session—Inequalities across the Academic Life Course. Co-Sponsored by Sociologists for Women in Society—South and the SSS Committee on the Status of Women (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University

- **Women and Men in Academic Science and Engineering: Social-organizational Indicators and Implications among Faculty**, Mary Frank Fox, Georgia Institute of Technology
- **Inequalities in Women Physicists' Academic Careers**, Rachel Ivie, American Institute of Physics
- **Myth versus Reality: The Story of Women Sociologists in Academia**, Roberta Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association; Nicole Vanvooren, American Sociological Association
- **The Interweave of Work and Family in the Lives of Mid-Career Women and Men Sociologists**, Linda Grant, University of Georgia; Kimberly C. Kelly, University of Georgia; Heather MacPherson Parrott, University of Georgia; Erin Winter, University of Georgia

Discussant: Patricia Yancey Martin, Florida State University
33. Paper Session—Culture of Safety and Support on Campus (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Jodi H. Cohen, Bridgewater State College

- **Comfortable in Their Own Shoes: A Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) Students Perception of Safety on Campus,** Peter L. Hubler, Bridgewater State College
- **Can Adolescents Handle Adult-Life?: The Wellbeing of Students on University Grounds,** Jessica L. Crowe, Bridgewater State College
- **Higher Education- Narrow-Minded and Unsupportive?: An Analysis of Support on Campus For LGBT Students,** Christi L. Nelson, Bridgewater State College
- **First-Year Safety: A Look at College Freshmen’s Feelings about Safety on Campus,** Stacy L. Capodiece, Bridgewater State College

34. Paper Session—Culture, Race and Poverty in Louisiana: Pre- and Post-Katrina (Queen Anne Parlor)

**Presider:** George E. Capowich, Loyola University New Orleans

- **Region, Race, and Memory: Racial Formations in Louisiana,** Angel Adams Parham, Loyola University New Orleans
- **They Don’t Want Us Back Here: The Experiences of Black Middle Class Residents in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,** Farrah D. Gafford, Xavier University of Louisiana
- **Developing a Theory of Social Structure and Cultural Creativity: Rebuilding New Orleans Neighborhoods,** George E. Capowich, Loyola University New Orleans
- **Survival Strategies in Disaster Recovery: How Poor Families Make It after Hurricane Katrina,** Jessica W. Pardee, University of Central Florida

35. Paper Session—Development (Gallier)

**Presider:** Emmanuel Alvarado, Florida Atlantic University

- **Mexican Peasantization, Deruralization and Urbanization under the Evolution of the Global Economy and International Order,** Emmanuel Alvarado, Florida Atlantic University
- **"The Global Agricultural Transition”,** Gretchen H. Thompson, North Carolina State University
- **Who’s Zooming Who? Gentrification or Revitalization in Two Low-wealth Communities in Durham, NC. Some Social and Economic Alternatives for Post-Katrina New Orleans Community Economic Development,** Karla M. McLucas, Bennett College for Women; Barbara Givens-Williams, Bennett College for Women; W. Dean Rutland, Bennett College for Women
- **From Traders to Multinationals: The British Trading Companies in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century,** Kuo-Yang Tang, University of Missouri
36. Paper Session—End of Life (Pontalba)

Presider: Gregory L. Weiss, Roanoke College

- Age, Sex and Race Differences in End-of-Life Care in Nursing Homes, Brandon Wallace, Middle Tennessee State University
- South Carolina Veterinarians: Euthanasia and Other End-of-Life Issues, George E. Dickinson, College Of Charleston; Paul D. Roof, Charleston Southern University; Karin W. Roof, College of Charleston
- Depression and Older Southern Lesbians: An Application of the Stress Process Model, Jay A. Irwin, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Erika L. Austin, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- The Power of Intersectionality: The Influence of Race, Class and Gender on Social Support and the Physical and Mental Health of Older Adults, Susan W. Hinze, Case Western Reserve University; Tanetta Andersson, Case Western Reserve University; Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University
- First-Year College Students’ Attitudes About End-of-Life Decision Making, Gregory L. Weiss, Roanoke College; Lea N. Lupkin, Roanoke College

37. Paper Session—Gender, Inequality and the Body (Ursulines)

Presider: Donna King, University of North Carolina Wilmington

- Survival Strategies and Transformative Practices of Privileged White Women with Lupus, Donna King, University of North Carolina Wilmington
- Hunger For Acceptance: Cultural Influence on Development of Eating Disorders in Women, Elizabeth M. Reiter, University of North Carolina Wilmington; Sangmoon Kim, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
- A Window Without Rooms, Steve C. Kehnel, University of Missouri-Columbia
- Defiant Spaces, Defiant Places: Roller Derby, Rock n Roll Camp, and the New Burlesque, Vicky M. MacLean, Middle Tennessee State University; Sarah Mogan, Middle Tennessee State University
38. Paper Session—Race and Social Distance (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Arthur S. Evans, Florida Atlantic University

- *The Effects of Social Structure on Social Distance Among African Americans*, Arthur S. Evans, Florida Atlantic University
- *Protecting our Nation from the Alien Invasion: Anti-Immigrant Groups and the Fear of Becoming a White Minority*, Katrina R. Bloch, Kent State University
- *Social Distance Between Africans and African-Americans and the Attitudes of European-Americans Toward Both Groups*, Rebecca Hensley, Southeastern Louisiana University
- *College Students Attitudes Towards Muslims and Arabs as Victims of Hate Crime and Government Discrimination*, Stephen M. Chicoine, Lander University
- *What's It There For?: Addressing the Presence of Two Historical Minority Institutions in Unique Modern Settings*, Louwanda Evans, University of Texas A&M; Colby R. King, University of South Carolina

39. Paper Session—Sociology of Religion (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** John P. Bartkowski, University of Texas at San Antonio

- *Do Spiritual Resources Buffer the Effects of Harsh Parenting on Adult Depression? Findings from a Nationwide Sample of Seventh-day Adventists*, Chris Ellison, University of Texas; Michael J. McFarland, University of Texas; Kelly Morton, Loma Linda University; Jerry W. Lee, Loma Linda University
- *Creating a Vital Religious Subculture: The Case of Latter-day Saint Youth*, John P. Bartkowski, University of Texas at San Antonio; Kimberly A. Dalton, University of Texas at San Antonio
- *Title: Blood, War, and Ritual: Explaining Sacrificial Rites in 25 Premodern Cultures*, Gabriel A. Acevedo, University of Texas at San Antonio; Miriam Thompson, University of Texas at San Antonio

40. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Unequal Crime Decline: Theorizing Race, Urban Inequality, and Criminal Violence (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Michael O. Maume, UNC Wilmington

- *Author*, Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware
- *Critic*, Matthew Lee, Louisiana State University
- *Critic*, Lesley Reid, Georgia State University
- *Critic*, Edward S. Shihadeh, Louisiana State University
sessions 2:00 PM—3:20 PM

41. Thematic Session— LGBT Issues Across the Life Course (Queen Anne Parlor)

presider: Erika L. Austin, University of Alabama at Birmingham

- Turning Points in Early Adulthood: The Role of Sexual Orientation and Depression, Erika L. Austin, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- Middle-to-Late Life Issues for the Transgender and Intersex/DSD-Identified Communities, Tarynn M. Witten, Virginia Commonwealth University
- Depression and Older Southern Lesbians: An Application of the Stress Process Model, Jay A. Irwin, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- Gay on Campus: (In)Tolerance for the LGBT College Population, Laurel Holland, University of West Georgia; Todd L. Matthews, University of West Georgia; Melinda Schott-Ceccacci, University of West Georgia

discussant: Erika L. Austin, University of Alabama at Birmingham

42. paper session— Advantages and Disadvantages to Online Versus "Brick-n-Mortar" Classes in Sociology. Sponsored by the Committee on Community and Small Colleges (Gallier)

presider: Daniel M. Harrison, Lander University

- Teaching Online vs. Teaching in the Classroom: A Comparison of Experiences in Introduction to Sociology Classes, Adrian F. Aveni, Jacksonville State University
- Effective and Efficient: Hybridizing a Large Lecture, Isaac W. Eberstein, Florida State University
- Transformative Education, Sociology, and Online Teaching, Annette M. Allen, Troy University, Montgomery
- Designing and Implementing Online and Hybrid Courses: Lessons from the Trenches, Susan P. Robbins, University of Houston
- Assessing the Costs and Benefits to Online Teaching in Sociology, Daniel M. Harrison, Lander University
43. Paper Session— Crime and Disaster (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Dee Wood Harper, Loyola University New Orleans

- *Hurricanes and Crime: Socioeconomic Conditions, Guardianship and Criminal Opportunity*, Kelly Frailing, Cambridge University; Dee Wood Harper, Loyola University New Orleans
- *Homicide and Social Disorganization in Post-Katrina New Orleans*, Marcus Kondkar, Loyola University New Orleans; Dee Wood Harper, Loyola University New Orleans
- *Migrant Workers and Criminal Victimization in Post Katrina New Orleans*, William E. Thornton, Loyola University New Orleans; Lydia Voigt, Loyola University New Orleans; Patrick D. Walsh, Loyola University New Orleans
- *Central City New Orleans Drug Users Before, During, and After Katrina: The Relative Ease of Making Friends and Drug Connections*, Stanley Hoogerwerf, Tulane University & NDRI

44. Paper Session— Crime in the Aftermath of Katrina (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Pamela Wilcox, University of Cincinnati

- *Lessons from Hurricane Katrina: A Natural Experiment of the Effect of Residential Change on Recidivism*, David S. Kirk, University of Maryland
- *The Influence of Natural Disasters on Crime Rates: Case Study of Hurricane Katrina*, John MacDonald, University of Pennsylvania; Karen F. Parker, University of Delaware
- *False News Reports, Folk Devils, and the Role of Public Officials: Notes on the Social Construction of Law and Order in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina*, Timothy Brezina, Georgia State University; Herbert E. Phipps, Georgia State University
- *Volunteerism in the Wake of Katrina: How Did Community Cohesion, Rumors of Crime, and Fear of Victimization Affect Decisions to Volunteer*, Shaun A. Thomas, Louisiana State University; Lacie M. Michel, Louisiana State University

Discussant: Pamela Wilcox, University of Cincinnati

45. Paper Session— Culture and Race (Ursulines)

Presider: Donald P. Woolley, Duke University

- *Authenticating the Florida Highwaymen: Constructing Race, Regionalism, and Biography in a Culture Industry*, Amanda J. Koontz, Florida State University
- *Toward a Typology of Black Comic Book Characters*, Donald P. Woolley, Duke University
- *The Reception of Race Riot Memory Projects*, Raj A. Ghoshal, UNC-Chapel Hill
- *Music as Resistance: A Comparative Analysis of Tupac Shakur and Bob Marley*, Steve Jacobs, University of Florida
- *Expatriates in C minor: Racial and Social implications of the Jazz Diaspora to Europe*, Stevan R. Jackson, Radford University
46. Paper Session—Framing Movements (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Patricia Ahmed, University of Kentucky

- *Elephant in the Room: Organizational Framing and Personal and Collective Identity Conflict Resolution Among Log Cabin Republicans,* Courtney S. Muse, Vanderbilt University
- *Moving Media Strategy Online: The Academic Freedom Movement in the Virtual World,* Deana Rohlinger, Florida State University; Jordan Brown, Florida State University; Lisa Weinberg, Florida State University
- *¡Ya Basta! A Cultural Sociology Approach to the Zapatista Uprising in Chiapas, Mexico,* Patricia Ahmed, University of Kentucky; Sneha Dutta, University of Kentucky
- *Using Frames as the Dependent Variable: How Changes in History, Movement Actors, and Participants, Influence the Changes in Frames in a Single Movement,* Soma Chaudhuri, Michigan State University

47. Paper Session—Region, Race and Health (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Dale W. Wimberley, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

- *Infant Mortality in the Southern Black Belt since 1990,* Dale W. Wimberley, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
- *Racial and Ethnic Disparities of Chronic Pain in Older Adults,* Vicki L. Lamb, North Carolina Central University
- *Being Seen and Heard: Race, Gender and the Consequences of Hearing or Vision Impairment for Psychological Well-Being,* Wanda Rushing, University of Memphis; Jani A. Johnson, University of Memphis; Martin L. Levin, University of Memphis
- *Health Attitudes and Practices of HBCU Students,* Bruce H. Wade, Spelman College
- *Exploring the Dietary Habits and Health Practices of Muslim Women,* Catherine Lafuente, University of South Florida

48. Paper Session—Religion and Diversity (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Jennifer E. Storch, University of Texas-Austin

- *World Religions in Richmond: A Project Chronicling the Surprising Diversity of Religious Expressions in Richmond, Virginia,* Christine M. Woodman, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Communities of Faith: Hinduism and Group Formation,* Jennifer E. Storch, University of Texas-Austin
- *From Osama to Obama: Trust in Muslims among the Highly Religious in the United States,* Wesley M. Hinze, Baylor University; F Carson Mencken, Baylor University; Charles M. Tolbert, Baylor University
49. Paper Session— Researching Katrina and Its Environments: I (Iberville)

Presider: David Brunsma, University of Missouri

- Agencies of Catastrophe, Lee Clarke, Rutgers University; Harvey Molotch, New York University
- Disaster Recovery and Categorical Inequality: Rethinking the Hope, Steve Kroll-Smith, UNC-Greensboro; Shelly Brown-Jeffy, UNC-Greensboro
- Hurricane Katrina: Understanding the Economic and Anthropogenic Contexts for Chronic Mental Health Impacts, J. Steven Picou, University of South Alabama; Kenneth Hudson, University of South Alabama
- Organizing Hazards, Engineering Disasters? Improving the Recognition of Political-Economic Factors in the Creation of Disasters, Bill Freudenberg, University of California-Santa Barbara; Bob Gramling, University of Louisiana-Lafayette; Shirley Laska, University of New Orleans; Kai Erikson, Yale University

Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

50. AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS: Title TBA. Co-Sponsored by the Sociologists for Women in Society—South (Iberville)

- Patricia Hill Collins, University of Maryland

51. Paper Session— Geographic Information Science in Sociological Research and Teaching (Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Salvatore J. Saporito, The College of William and Mary

- Spatial Analysis in Urban Policy: Examining the Geographical Constraints of Voucher Housing in Atlanta and its Implications, Deirdre Oakley, Georgia State University
- How GIS and Spatial Models Can Enhance Sociological Research: Examples from Criminology and Evaluation Research, Robert N. Parker, University of California; Celeste Wojtalewicz, University of Florida
- Using GIS to Integrate Statistical Data into School Attendance Boundaries, Salvatore J. Saporito, The College of William and Mary
52. Paper Session— New Faces in the ‘Old’ South: Migration, Continuities and Transformations in the American South (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Jennifer Bickham Mendez, College of William and Mary

- *In with the Old, In with the New: Black Identities in a Dirty, Urban South*, Zandria F. Robinson, Northwestern University
- *Latino Migration, Southern History, and Place: Finding the Connections*, Jamie Winders, Syracuse University
- *Labor Inequalities and Relationships Between Native Residents and Latino/a Newcomers: The Case of a Community Clinic in El Nuevo South*, Natalia Deeb-Sossa, University of California, Davis

**Discussant:** Carl L. Bankston, Tulane University

53. Paper Session— Cultural Change in New Orleans Since Katrina (Bonnet Carre)

**Presider:** Diane M. Grams, Tulane University

- *Commodity Catastrophe: Post-Katrina Rebuilding and the Spectacularization of Disaster*, Kevin Fox Gotham, Tulane University
- *Waiting for Godot in New Orleans*, Helen A. Regis, Louisiana State University; Rachel Breunlin, Neighborhood Story Project and University of New Orleans
- *Casa Samba: Twenty-One Years of Amerizilian Identity in New Orleans*, Lauren Lastrapes, University of New Orleans
- *Aesthetics of Liberation and Regeneration in Post-Katrina New Orleans*, Diane M. Grams, Tulane University

54. Paper Session— Disaster and Recovery (Ursulines)

**Presider:** John Sonnett, University of Mississippi

- *Constructing Disaster Narratives: Television News in the Week after Hurricane Katrina*, John Sonnett, University of Mississippi; Kirk Johnson, University of Mississippi; Mark Dolan, University of Mississippi
- *Evacuation Decisions: Are Pets Part of the Family Evacuation Plan?*, Christa Reiser, East Carolina University; Kenneth R. Wilson, East Carolina University; Linda Mooney, East Carolina University; Sean Aube, East Carolina University
- *The Social Costs of Displacement in Louisiana after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita*, Makiko Hori, Louisiana State University; Mark J. Schafer, Louisiana State University
- *Katrina, Inequality, Memory: What’s Jazz Got to do with it?*, Susan C. Pearce, East Carolina University
- *The Role of Sport in the Recovery of Home: Theoretical Perspectives*, Marita Gilbert, Michigan State University
55. Paper Session—Marriage and Family (Pontalba)

Presider: Katherine Stamps, Pennsylvania State University

- Escalation of Mate-Selection Standards over the Life Course: Some Hypotheses, Joseph C. Ventimiglia, University of Memphis
- Trajectories of Children’s Living Arrangements over the Course of Childhood, Katherine Stamps, Pennsylvania State University
- The Timing of First Marriage in Reforming China, Xuhui Zeng, Mississippi State University; Xiaohe Xu, Mississippi State University

56. Thematic Session—Minority Mental Health: Points Along the Life Course (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Verna M. Keith, Florida State University

- Depressive Symptom Trajectories: Factors Predicting Mental Health Risk and Resilience in African American Adolescents, Ellen Grandberg, Clemson University; Callie Burt, University of Georgia; Ronald L. Simons, University of Georgia
- Race, SES, and Depression: Does Social Support Moderate or Mediate?, Byron Miller, Florida State University; John Taylor, Florida State University
- Race, Gender, and Caregiving Distress, Maxine Thompson, North Carolina State University
- Generations, Group Identification, and Psychological Well Being among African Americans, Jill Kiecolt, Virginia Tech; Michael Hughes, Virginia Tech; Verna M. Keith, Florida State University

57. Paper Session—Quality of Life (Gallier)

Presider: James N. Maples, University of Tennessee

- The Non-Traditional Student in a Non-Traditional Economy: Pursuing the College Dream, Charles B. Cobble, Tennessee Technological University; Demetria C. Thomas, Tennessee Technological University
- Geographic Concentration of Workers and Quality of Life, James N. Maples, University of Tennessee
- Unionization and Population Health, Megan M. Reynolds, Duke University
- Gender Perceptions of Success and "Calling" to a Career in Academia: Influence of Shared Religious Commitment, Susan F. Kahl, North Greenville University; Shannon H. Dobson, North Greenville University
58. Paper Session— Race, Ethnicity and Community (Cathedral)

Presider: Richard A. Garnett, Marshall University

- "Intersectionality and the Meaning of Home", Adia M. Harvey Wingfield, Georgia State University; Griff Tester, Georgia State University
- The Decline of Motown and the Accomodationalist Pattern of Racial Interaction, Marshica Stanley, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
- From "Lily White" to "Little Arabia": An Analysis of the Changing Perceptions of Dearborn Across Time., Michelle Manno, Emory University
- Re-Conceptualizing Racial Construction in the Brazilian Context, Richard A. Garnett, Marshall University

Sessions 5:00 PM—6:20 PM

59. Panel Session— In Honor of Roll of Honor Inductee Clifton D. Bryant (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: John Ryan, Virginia Tech

- The Sociology of Clifton D. Bryant, C. Eddie Palmer, University of Louisiana, Lafayette; Vicki L. Lamb, North Carolina Central University; Steven Picou, University of South Alabama; Craig Forsyth, University of Louisiana-Lafayette; John Ryan, Virginia Tech

60. Panel Session— In Honor of Roll of Honor Inductee Patricia Yancey Martin (Iberville)

Presider: Irene Padavic, Florida State University

- Reflection on Patricia Y. Martin as a Scholar and Mentor, Emily Boyd, Minnesota State University, Mankato
- Lessons from Patricia Martin on "Saying and Doing", Carolyn Sloane Sawtell, University of West Georgia
- What Would Pat Do?: The Subtle Benefits of a Good Mentor, Rasby Marlene Powell, UNC-Pembroke
- Pat Martin on Being a Feminist Scholar: "If We'd Told You Back Then How Hard It Would Be, You Might Have Had Second Thoughts!", Sharon Bird, Iowa State
- A Southern Feminist and Budding Hip-Hop Scholar: The Case of Patricia Yancey Martin, A Vigorous Teacher, Writer, Mentor and My Friend, Jennifer M. Pemberton, Young Harris College
61. Paper Session— Challenges in Education (Gallier)

**Presider:** Meagan L. Nalls, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

- *Discounting Disability Diagnoses: Attributions of Students Behavior,* Angela H. Mounger, University of Tennessee; Suzanne Kurth, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
- *The Dilemma: Being Disabled or Left Behind?,* Meagan L. Nalls, University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Suzanne Kurth, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
- *Zero Tolerance: The Negative Impact On Children with Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Disorders,* Melissa Ann Henson, University of Central Florida

62. Paper Session— Children and Parenting (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox, University of Florida

- *International Comparison of Breastfeeding Framing Strategies,* Harmony D. Newman, Vanderbilt University
- *Social Stressors Associated with Raising a Child with Down Syndrome,* Jessica L. Webb, University of North Carolina
- *Alternative Life Paths: Attitudes and Perspectives on Childlessness,* Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox, University of Florida
- *Factors in Opinions on Childcare: Effects of Life Experiences on View of Childcare,* Jessica Nita Herbst, Southwestern University

63. Paper Session— Disaster Capitalism, Non-Profits, and Post-Katrina New Orleans: The Case of Public Housing (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Jay Arena, College of Staten Island

- *ACORN, Public Housing and Post-Katrina New Orleans: Defending Affordable Housing?,* Mike T. Howells, Community Activist
- *The Counter Movement Against Public Housing in Post-Katrina New Orleans,* Darwin Bond-Graham, UC Santa Barbara
- *Identity Politics and New Orleans Post-Katrina Public Housing Movement,* Jay Arena, College of Staten Island

**Discussant:** Jay Arena, College of Staten Island
64. Paper Session— Disease and Illness (Ursulines)

Presider: Alicia E. Suarez, DePauw University

- *Not in My Backyard and Definitely Not in My Bed! Desire for Social Distance from Person Who Have Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)*, Alicia E. Suarez, DePauw University; Deidre Redmond, Indiana University
- *Cultural Differences in Community Reintegration Post-Stroke*, Craig Alan Boylstein, Coastal Carolina University
- *Prevention First: Examining the Use of Preventative Breast Cancer Care*, Nadia S. Osman, Mercer University
- "The Pills Help Them to Work, They Are Always Chewing these Pills Like the Way We Chew Roasted Corn": Medication Use Among Women in Southern Ghanaian, Joyce Y. Avotri Wuaku, NOVA Southeastern University; Joyce Y. Avotri Wuaku, Nova Southeastern University

65. Paper Session— For Sociology’s Sake: The Black South, or Knowledge Lost and Found (Cabildo)

Presider: David Martin Ferguson, University of Chicago

- *Invisible Man All Over the Map: A Proposal to Investigate Black Life in Rural America*, John M. Eason, Duke University
- *Sociology’s Great Migration: Racial Integration and Shifts in Regional Knowledge Production*, David Martin Ferguson, University of Chicago
- *Howard Odum and the (Black) Sociology of the South*, Earl Wright II, Texas Southern University
- *This Ain’t Chicago: Black Communities in the Urban South, 1940-2000*, Zandria F. Robinson, Northwestern University

66. Paper Session— Juvenile Crime: Offenders and Victims (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Jessica M. Doucet, Louisiana State University

- *Juvenile Property Crime Offending: A Spatial Analysis*, Jessica M. Doucet, Louisiana State University
- *Broken Home Theory: The Role of Single Parents on the Prevalence of Juvenile Delinquency among African Americans*, John Penny, Southern University at New Orleans; Ashraf M. Esmail, Southern University at New Orleans; Lisa Eargle, Francis Marion University
- *Being Overweight in School: The Connection between Victimization and Depression*, Sara J. Brown, North Carolina State University
67. Paper Session—Stratification Across Institutions and Contexts (Queen Anne Parlor)

**Presider:** Phyllis H. Raabe, University of New Orleans

- *Examination of North Carolina’s Work First Program*, Anne Pawlak, North Carolina State University; Lauren N. Milam, North Carolina State University
- *The Price of Care: An Investigation of Stigma and the Commodifiedication of the US Healthcare System*, Michael R. Halstead, Tulane University
- *National Variation in the Effects of Socioeconomic Status on Student Learning: How Social Inequality Contributes to Educational Stratification*, Stephanie M. Arnett, Tulane University

68. Paper Session—Youth, Technology, and Digital Inequality (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama–Birmingham

- *Teacher Control and Student Academic Outcomes: A Qualitative Analysis of a Technological Mathematical Intervention in Texas*, Michelle McLeese, Virginia Tech
- *Technology Usage Among A Sample of Minority Youth*, Timothy M. Hale, University of Alabama-Birmingham; William Anderson, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Latoya O Neal, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Jasmine Darrington, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Casey Borch, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- *Information Seeking and Evaluation Among Economically Disadvantaged Youth: Examining the Effects of Digital Inequality*, Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University; Jeremy Schulz, UC-Berkeley
- *Reproducing the Digital Divide*, James Witte, Clemson University
Sessions 6:30 PM—7:50 PM

69. Panel Session— Narrating the Storm: Telling our Sociological Stories of Hurricane Katrina (Iberville)

Presider: Danielle A. Hidalgo, UC Santa Barbara

- Panelist, Danielle A. Hidalgo, University of California-Santa Barbara
- Panelist, Kristen Barber, University of Southern California
- Panelist, R. L. Stockard, California Lutheran University
- Panelist, Russell L. Stockard, Jr., California Lutheran University
- Panelist, Jeffrey T. Jackson, University of Mississippi
- Panelist, Kirsten A. Dellinger, University of Mississippi
- Panelist, Donna Marie Bonner
- Panelist, Ruth Idakula
- Panelist, Stan Weeber, McNeese State University
- Panelist, Carl Bankston, Tulane University

70. Panel Session— Preparing for a Program Review (Ursulines)

- Panelists, Gregory L. Weiss, Roanoke College; Rebecca Adams, UNC-Greensboro

71. Panel Session—Research Funding Opportunities in Sociology at the National Science Foundation (Pontalba)

- Panelist, Patricia White, National Science Foundation

72. Paper Session— Innovative Methods (Cathedral)

Presider: Rose Buckelew, Duke University

- Liberation Ethnography: A Social Science Methodology of Emancipation, Rose Buckelew, Duke University
- Sex and Self-Disclosure: Methodological Issues of Mixed Sex Focus Groups in Arab-American, Stephen J. Sills, University of North Carolina Greensboro; Linda Jaber, Wayne State University; Nicole Pinelli, Wayne State University
- Can Internet Surveys Support Accurate Social Science Research?, Timothy P. Colyer, University of Central Florida
73. Paper Session— Varieties of Educational Contexts and Their Connections to Inequality (Gallier)

Presider: Susan A. Dumais, Louisiana State University

- Status and Visibility in High School: The Academic Institution, Extracurricular Participation, and Adolescents' Self-Concept, Matthew Wilkinson, Louisiana State University
- Unschooling: Its Reasoning and Implications for Educational Systems, Orit Fisher, Florida State University
- Cultural Mismatch in Schools: Going Beyond the Black-White Differences, Patrick Blaine McGrady, Florida State University
- First-Generation College-Goers and the Transition to Postsecondary Education: Identifying Informational and Cultural Barriers, Susan A. Dumais, Louisiana State University

74. Paper Session— Youth Culture and Behavior (Cabildo)

Presider: Sandi K. Nenga, Southwestern University

- Rocking for Race and Nation: The Music of the White Supremacist Movement, Colin Kemp Gilmore, Vanderbilt University
- Explaining Habitual Marijuana Use, Landon S. Bevier, Western Kentucky University
- Monsters and Rockstars: The Gendered Underground Economy of a Middle School Summer Camp, Sandi K. Nenga, Southwestern University; Tristine P. Baccam, Southwestern University
- Cultural Fragmentation and Generation Y, William J. Kinney, University of St. Thomas; Jynette Larshus, Georgia Southern University
- Comparing the Occurrence of Physical Aggression in Kindergarten Children to the Occurrence of Physical Aggression in Third Grade Children, Nikita M. Walker, University of Arkansas at Monticello

6:30 PM—8:00 PM

Roll of Honor Inductees Reception (Queen Anne Ballroom)

6:30 PM—9:30 PM

Committee on Community and Small Colleges Dinner (Meet in Monteleone Lobby)

Organizer: Denise L. Bissler, Randolph-Macon College
7:30 PM—9:30 PM  
University of Tennessee Reception (Riverview)  

Friday, April 3  
7:00 AM—8:00 AM  
American Sociological Association Chair’s Breakfast (Room TBA)  

8:00 AM—12:00 PM  
Executive Committee Meeting (Bienville)  

8:00 AM—5:00 PM  
Registration and Book Exhibit (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West)  

3:30 PM—4:50 PM  
Sociologists for Women in Society-South (SWS-S) Business Meeting and Silent Auction (Bienville)  

Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM  
75. Panel Session— The Village Elder in the Black Community: Reclaiming the Legacy and Maintaining Heritage and Community in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Orleans/Royal)  

Presider: Lois Benjamin, Hampton University  

- Panelist, Andrew Billingsley, University of South Carolina  
- Panelist, Herman Blake, Medical University of South Carolina  
- Panelist, Sheila Stevens, Stevens and Associates Consultant Services  
- Panelist, Nailah Ricco, Loyola University
76. Paper Session— "Other" in the Classroom (Gallier)

**Presider:** Eileen T. O'Brien, Christopher Newport University

- *Oppression in the Classroom: The Experiences of Women Faculty of Color*, Chavella Pittman, New College of Florida
- *Is the Generic Professor Getting Us Down? Consequences for faculty of Color in the Classroom*, Gene Deerman, Eastern Illinois University
- *Othering and Being Othered in the Classroom: Race, Class and Gender in Two Different University Communities*, Eileen T. O'Brien, Christopher Newport University
- *A Lens on Academic Consciousness among Diasporan African Students*, Oare Dozier-Henry, Florida A&M University
- *Strategies for Challenging our Race, Gender and Class Biases*, Breea Willingham, St. Bonaventure University

**Discussant:** Eileen T. O'Brien, Christopher Newport University

77. Paper Session— Art, Leisure and Culture (Beauregard)

**Presider:** David Gartman, University of South Alabama

- *Culture and the Built Environment: Between Money and Meaning*, David Gartman, University of South Alabama
- *Dead Men Do Tell Tales: Industrialization and the Rise of Hedonism in the United States 1852-2000*, Patrick D. Nolan, University of South Carolina; Timothy Bertoni, University of South Carolina
- *The Visibility of the South's Elderly in the Media*, Robert H. Freymeyer, Presbyterian College
- *Identifying Motivation-Based Recreational Fishing Markets*, Yeong Nain Chi, The University of Texas at Brownsville
- *Cultural Capital and the New Means of Consumption*, William Jawde, University of Florida
78. Paper Session— Environmental Movements (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Thomas E. Shriver, Oklahoma State University

- Participation in the Environmental Movement: The Influence of Class, Attitude, and Knowledge, Cody M. Aldridge, Western Kentucky University
- The Anomie of Crime and Environmental Racism, Joshua W. Roosth, University of Central Florida; Donavan Charles Bowers, University of Central Florida
- Ecological Culture Against Corruption: the Russian Environmental Movement in Abeyance, Kate Pride Brown, Vanderbilt University
- State Suppression of Dissent: The Case of Environmental Activism in the Czech Republic, Thomas E. Shriver, Oklahoma State University; Sherry Cable, University of Tennessee
- Gendered Environmental Activism: Czech Women’s Experiences in Post-Communist Czech Republic, Thomas E. Shriver, Oklahoma State University; Alison E. Adams, Oklahoma State University

79. Paper Session— Film and Print (Cathedral)

Presider: Nicholas A. Guittar, University of Central Florida

- Experts, Mothers, and Others: Food, Gender and Advertising in American Magazines., Ashby F. Walker, Mars Hill College
- Investigating Images of Hegemonic Masculinity in Film, Jeanette M. Jacques, Louisiana State University
- Suicide in Film: Do Our Eyes Deceive Us?, Nicholas A. Guittar, University of Central Florida
- Classic Simmel In McLuhan’s Modern Media, Sally Morris, Furman University

80. Paper Session— Movements and Countermovements (Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Marc Dixon, Dartmouth College

- Movements and Commemoration: A Spatial Analysis of the Civil Rights Movement and Memorial Projects in the American South, April L. Dove, University of South Carolina; Naomi R. Kolberg, University of South Carolina
- "This of Course Will Be Blamed on White People": Whiteness and the Interpretation of Civil Rights Violence, Jenny Irons, Hamilton College
- Threat, Countermovement Organization, and the Regulation of Labor in the States, Marc Dixon, Dartmouth College
- Third Wave Feminism: Rhetoric or Reality?, Meghan E. Conley, University of Tennessee; Lanier F. Basenberg, University of Tennessee; Suzanne Kurth, University of Tennessee
- Alienation and Anti-Oppression: Practices of Youth Social Movements, Elizabeth A. East, University of Tennessee
81. Paper Session— Race, Crime and the Police (Iberville)

**Presider:** Aerin L. Washington, University of Tennessee

- *The Impact of Interaction: African American Attitudes Toward Police in Knoxville, Tennessee and the Effects of Negative Interactions on this Relationship,* Aerin L. Washington, University of Tennessee; Lois Presser, University of Tennessee
- *Not Just History: Contemporary Racist Violence, Police Brutality and Lynching,* Katheryn Russell-Brown, University of Florida
- *Perceptions of Police Treatment of Groups in Winston-Salem, NC,* Edward Opoku-Dapaah, Winston-Salem State University
- *Racism in Black & White: Newspaper Portrayals of Crime and Societal Implications,* Megan F. Dickson, University of Kentucky

82. Paper Session— Research on Religion (Cabildo)

**Presider:** M.G. Dunn, Roanoke College

- *Popular Exorcism and the Religious Marketplace: How Some Religious Firms are Appealing to a Niche Market,* Aaron C. Poole, East Carolina University
- *Frame and Polity: Social Justice at the Congregational Level,* M.G. Dunn, Roanoke College; Kimberly K. Hughes, Roanoke College
- *Trust and the Importance of Religious Beliefs,* Nicholas Vargas, University of Florida
- *The Role of Religious Organizations in the Integration of New Immigrant Populations: A Comparison of Southern Louisiana and Middle-Tennessee,* Patricia M. Campion, Tennessee Technological University
- *Religiosity and Subjective Interpretations of Personal Wealth,* Andrew J. Lash, University of Central Florida

83. Paper Session— Rural Crime (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Edward S. Shihadeh, Louisiana State University

- *Punishing Environmental Crimes in Tennessee Counties,* Jennifer R. Scroggins, The University of Tennessee; Sara E. Malley, The University of Tennessee
- *The Social Construction of an Epidemic: Meth Use In Rural Arkansas,* Dennis W. Williams, Arkansas Tech University; Sean T. Huss, Arkansas Tech University
- *Examining the Structural Correlates of Rural Homicides: Some Cautionary Notes,* Sheryl Van Horne, Widener University
- *Latino Employment and Non-Latino Homicide in Rural Areas,* Edward S. Shihadeh, Louisiana State University; Raymond E. Barranco, Louisiana State University
- *Past Victimization and Perceived Danger: Rural and Urban Differences in Gun Ownership,* S E. Costanza, Central Connecticut State University; John C. Kilburn, Texas A&M International University; Kevin B. Borgeson, Salem State College; Charles Thomas Kelly, Louisiana State University-Alexandria
84. Paper Session— Sexuality Norms and Deviance (Ursulines)

Presider: Nicholas A. Abbott, Texas Tech University

- Swinging Blogs: New Methodological Strategies for Exploring Deviance, Julia Maria D'Antonio, Louisiana State University
- My Space Cam-Whores, L J Fangirls, 4Chan Perverts: The Interwebz and Presentation of Self, Mada L. Brown, Meredith College
- Examining Online Child Sex Abuse, Melanie B. Norwood, Southeastern Louisiana University
- The Relation of Dominance and Jealousy to Psychological Aggression and Sexual Coercion, Nicholas A. Abbott, Texas Tech University; Ignacio L. Ramirez, Texas Tech University
- You Did What With Who?!: The Edges of Sexual Normativity, Colin Murphy, University of New Orleans

Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

85. Thematic Session— Persistent Inequalities in the Life Course Before and After Hurricane Katrina Among Drug-Using New Orleans Evacuees (Beauregard)

Presider: Bruce D. Johnson, National Development and Research Institutes

- Review of Demographic, Poverty, Housing, and Crime Data for New Orleans and Houston Before, During, and After Katrina, Bruce D. Johnson, National Development and Research Institutes; Eloise Dunlap, National Development & Research Institutes
- Long-Term Inequalities Impact on the Careers of New Orleans Drug Sellers, Eloise Dunlap, National Development & Research Institutes; Bruce D. Johnson, National Development and Research Institutes
- Patterns of Housing, Income Support, and Drug Use Among New Orleans Evacuees Involved in Illicit Drug Markets in New Orleans and Houston, RobertTwiggs, Fordham University & NDRI; Nelson Tiburcio, National Development & Research Institutes; Bruce D. Johnson, National Development and Research Institutes; Eloise Dunlap, National Development & Research Institutes
86. Paper Session— Education (Cathedral)

Presider: Linda A. Renzulli, University of Georgia

- **Opting Out: Homeschooling and Reflexive Modernity**, Earl A. Kennedy, North Carolina State University
- **Realizing Emancipation Through Community Based Research**, Heather Cairl, Belmont University; W.K. Cash Forshee, Belmont University; Ryan Hurd, Belmont University; Sean Landis, Belmont University; Heather Snodgrass, Belmont University; Cayla Wilson, Belmont University
- **Exploring Elementary-Level Reading Mastery: Influences of School, Classroom and Family**, Kristi L. Donaldson, University of Florida
- **The Effects of Sleep Deprivation on the Academic Performance of College Athletes vs. Non-athletes**, Tammi Evans, University of Tennessee Martin
- **Graduating and Going to College: A Comparative Analysis of Charter and Traditional Public High**, Linda A. Renzulli, University of Georgia; Elizabeth Stearns, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

87. Paper Session— Group Processes and Justice (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Jody Clay-Warner, University of Georgia

- **Legitimated Authorities, Group Identity, and Responding to Distributive Injustice**, Karen A. Hegtvedt, Emory University; Cathryn Johnson, Emory University; Nikki Khanna, University of Vermont
- **The Second Shift and the Nonstandard Shift: The Effect of Working During Nonsociable Hours on Perceptions of Fairness about Divisions of Household Labor**, Katie James, University of Georgia
- **Justice, Identity, and Emotion**, Dawn T. Robinson, University of Georgia; Jody Clay-Warner, University of Georgia; Lynn Smith-Lovin, Duke University

88. Paper Session— Inequality and Stratification (Ursulines)

Presider: Joel B. McKelvey, Florida State University

- **The Sources of Earnings Inequality: A Comparison of Variance Components Across Ascriptive Statuses**, Jeremy F. Pais, University at Albany, SUNY
- **The Internal Costs of Foreclosure: A Qualitative Study on the Social Effects of Foreclosure**, Lauren M. Ross, George Washington University
- **Racial Discrimination at Work and Its Psychological Consequences**, Lisette M. Garcia, The Ohio State University
- **The Marriage Crisis in the African American Community: How Sex Ratio Structure May Influence Relationship Status and Quality in African American Young Adults**, Mary E. Bond, University of Georgia
- **The Privatization of Higher Education in the United States**, Joel B. McKelvey, Florida State University
89. Paper Session— Race and Education (Pontalba)

Presider: Shelby G. Gilbert, Florida Gulf Coast University

- **National Educational Regimes and Issues of Race: Social Divides, Household Resources, and Life Prospects**, Anthony E. Healy, Georgia State University
- **Motivating African-American Students: Importance of Personal Attachments and Perceived Occupational Need on Closing the Gap**, Kelly L. McCullough-Barton, East Carolina University
- **Nativity Status and Mathematics Achievement Among Black Students in the United States**, Shelby G. Gilbert, Florida Gulf Coast University
- **"The School of Hard Knocks:” School Dropout and Dropout Destinations in Hip-Hop**, Travis L. Gosa, Williams College
- **Location, Location, Location: Parental Expectations and Dropping Out in Rural and Urban Schools**, Anneliese M. Markle, Emory & Henry College

90. Paper Session— Relationships (Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Julia C. Wilson, Emory & Henry College

- **An Investigation of Success in Long-Distance Dating Relationships**, Jared Scott Meggs, University of Mississippi
- **Cross National Attitudes of Cohabitation: A Comparative Study of Mexico and the United States**, Daniel E. Fernandez-Baca, University of Florida
- **Grandparent Psychological Well-Being: The Effects of Being the Primary Caregiver for Grandchildren on Environmental Mastery**, Orli Zaprir, University of Florida
- **Who Cares? The Tension Between Motherhood and Paid Work Among the Working Poor**, Julia C. Wilson, Emory & Henry College

91. Paper Session— Social Inequality (Gallier)

Presider: Rebecca S. Powers, East Carolina University

- **Changing Patterns of Digital Stratification**, Ken Wilson, East Carolina University; Christa Reiser, East Carolina University; Amanda Drozdowski, East Carolina University
- **Reports from The Boss about Hispanic/Latino Workers in Eastern North Carolina**, Rebecca S. Powers, East Carolina University; Jeff Popke, East Carolina University; Rebecca Torres, University of Texas, Austin
- **Discrimination, Ethnic Identity, and Mental Health: An Investigation of Latinos in the United States**, Kelly Bristol, East Carolina University; Marieke Van Willigen, East Carolina University
- **Lessons Learned from the Border Wall**, Lee Maril, East Carolina University

Discussant: Michelle Livermore, Louisiana State University

**Presider:** Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University

- *Work-Family Gender Ideology and Work-Family Conflict in Late Mid-Life*, Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University
- *The Effect of Care on Caregivers*, Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
- *Married Clergy Women: How They Maintain Traditional Marriage Even as They Claim New Authority*, Susan R. Cody, LaGrange College
- *"I'm Not Gonna Be Married to My Job": Men’s Experiences with Work-Family Balance*, Gayle Kaufman, Davidson College
- *Gender Differences in Sleep Disruption among Retail Food Workers*, David Maume, University of Cincinnati; Rachel Sebastian, University of Cincinnati

93. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Women, Work and Family in the Antebellum Mountain South. Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women (Iberville)

**Presider:** Bradley Nash, Appalachian State University

- **Author**, Wilma A. Dunaway, Virginia Tech
- **Critic**, Bradley Nash, Appalachian State University
- **Critic**, Phyllis Raabe, University of New Orleans
- **Critic**, Francois Nielsen, University of North Carolina

94. Author-Meets-Critics Session—White Logic, White Methods: Racism and Methodology (cabildo)

**Presider:** Tyrone Forman, Emory University

- **Author**, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University
- **Author**, Tukufu Zuberi, University of Pennsylvania
- **Critic**, Margaret L. Andersen, University of Delaware
- **Critic**, France Winddance Twine, University of California, Santa Barbara
- **Critic**, Rogelio Saenz, Texas A & M University
Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

95. Paper Session— Ongoing Issues in Disaster Community Recovery and Resiliency (Gallier)

Presider: Demond S. Miller, Rowan University

- Coastal and Rural Communities in Recovery: Ongoing Issues-Hurricane Katrina and Beyond, Duane A. Gill, Mississippi State University
- The City after Disaster: Urban Places, Social Systems, Recovery and Resiliency, Mark Hutter, Rowan University
- University Recovery and Resiliency in New Orleans: Lessons From Hurricanes Katrina and Gustav, Anthony Ladd, Loyola University in New Orleans
- Before Katrina: New Orleans Transformation from External to Manufactured Flood Risk, Nicole L. Youngman, Loyola University New Orleans
- Primary Source of Information, Prior Attitudes, and Experiences in the Field: Impact on Attitudes and Job Performance of Relief Workers, Rhonda D. Evans, University of Louisiana at Lafayette; Travis J. Von Bodungen, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

96. Paper Session— Attitudes and Achievement in Education (Cabildo)

Presider: John C. Kilburn, Texas A&M International University

- The Impact of College-Related Factors and Students Characteristics on Students Perceptions of Their Campus Communities, Carson Byrd, Virginia Tech
- Resident Assistants and Role Conflict, Diane D. Everett, Stetson University; Zachary Loftus, Stetson University
- A National Study of Superintendents and School Board Members Perceptions of School Board Power, Elliot Meador, Delta State University; Albert B. Nylander III, Delta State University
- Scientists are Born and Made: Developmental Considerations in STEM Education, John C. Kilburn, Texas A&M International University; Marcus Antonius H. Ynalvez, Texas A&M International University
- Blissful Indifference: College Student Concern for Social Problems, Phillip W. Banze, Mercer University
97. Paper Session— Emotions (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Padraic J. Burns, North Carolina State University

- *Critiquing Models of Emotions: Need for Three Dimensions*, Andreas Schneider, Texas Tech University; Herman Smith
- *Masculine Emotion Work In Mixed Martial Arts Competition*, Christian A. Vaccaro, Florida State University; Patrick Johnson, Florida State University; Mihaela Moldovan, Florida State University
- "I'm Not Going to Lie to You": Volunteer Emotion Management in a High Kill Animal Shelter, Gretchen McHenry, North Carolina State University
- *Investigating the Negative Relationship between Age and Anger: A Multilevel Longitudinal Study.*, Padraic J. Burns, North Carolina State University

98. Paper Session— Hurricane Katrina: Implications by Race, Gender and Religion (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Brenda E. Brasher, Tulane University

- *Reconstructing the Plantation South: The Experiences of Latino Day Laborers in New Orleans*, Aurelia Lorena Murga, Texas A&M University
- *The Ties That Bind: Gender Differences in Social Networks, Social Support, and Psychological Health in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina*, Lacie M. Michel, Louisiana State University

99. Paper Session— Immigration and Immigrant Incorporation (Bonnet Carre)

**Presider:** Mariano Sana, Louisiana State University

- *Productive Remittances in Comparative Perspective*, Maria Aysa-Lastra, Florida International University
- *Understanding the Assimilation of Latinos through their Integration into Distinct Social Strata*, Betina Cutaia Wilkinson, Louisiana State University
- *Title TBA*, Katharine Donato, Vanderbilt University
- *Salad Bowl or Melting Pot? Predictors of Support for Cultural Diversity and Assimilation.*, Katelyn M. M. Shaver, Emory and Henry College
100. Paper Session— Race, Aspirations and Achievement (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Jeremy R. Porter, Rice University

- *Stacking and Tracking: The Structural Determinants of Racial Inequality among Division I-A College Football Coaches,* Jacob C. Day, North Carolina State University
- *This Is Where My Skin Is My Sin: Skin Color, Ecological Context, and Future Aspirations for Success,* Jeremy R. Porter, Rice University; Jenifer L. Bratter, Rice University
- *Disproportionate Minority Contact and Confinement and Its Implications for Social Inequality,* Latoya O'Neal, University of Alabama Birmingham
- *Who's Going to Serve the People of Color? Understanding Workforce Disparity of Minorities in the Health Care Professions,* Tiffany G. Chenault, Salem State College; Yolanda Hardy, Chicago State University

101. Paper Session— Research on Evangelicals and Mainline Denominations (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Aaron B. Culley, Wingate University

- *Wizards, Witches, and Evangelicals,* Aaron B. Culley, Wingate University
- *Coreligionist Networks and Sectarian Religious Beliefs and Practices: The Case of Seventh-day Adventists,* Janelle Guillory, University of Texas; Chris Ellison, University of Texas; Jerry W. Lee, Loma Linda University; James Walters, Loma Linda University
- *Perspectives on Homelessness and Community Activism Within Mainline Denominational Churches in Charlotte, North Carolina,* Sarah E. Coffey, Davidson College
- *Conduits for Chris: Meaning Making in an Evangelical Christian Community,* Skylar C. Gremillion, Louisiana State University; David Maddox, Louisiana State University
- *The Culture of Conservative Protestantism and Income Inequality: A Multilevel Analysis,* Skylar C. Gremillion, Louisiana State University

102. Paper Session— Sex, Gender and Sexuality (Queen Anne Parlor)

**Presider:** Gregory William Esteven, Southeastern Louisiana University

- *De-Sexing Sex Education: Differing Conceptualization of Sexuality in Abstinence-only Sex Education,* Amie P. Hess, Meredith College
- *Twenty Years of Dissent: Genealogizing the Critical Discourses on Intersexuality,* Gregory William Esteven, Southeastern Louisiana University
- *Daddy Queerest: A Case Study of Hegemonic Masculinity Deferred,* Jennifer B. Bowman, Louisiana State University
- *A Foucauldian Analysis: Multiple Levels of Power Exchange in Queer, Polyamorous Triad Relationships,* Sunny M. Nordmarken, Georgia State University
- *Is the Campus Climate Chilly for LGBT Students in the South? An Exploratory Study of Student Experiences at a Small University in a Small Town,* Carl M. Riden, Longwood University; Andrew Hudgins, Longwood University
103. Paper Session— Sociological Research in Applied Settings: Challenges and Opportunities (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Nicole T. Carr, University of South Alabama

- *No Good Neighborhood Goes Unpunished: The History and Study of Pine Forest*, Jeffry A. Will, University of North Florida; Tracy Milligan, University of North Florida; Timothy Cheney, University of North Florida
- *Finding Common Ground to Reduce Health Disparities and Support the Next Generation of Health Care Providers and Advocates: Using Community Participants*, Roma S. Hanks, University of South Alabama; Hattie Myles, University of South Alabama
- *In Their Own Words: The Importance of Authenticity (Keepin It Real) in Treatment Programs*, Nicole T. Carr, University of South Alabama; Tres Stefurak, University of South Alabama; Jennifer Langhinrichsen-Rohling, University of South Alabama; Lisa Turner, University of South Alabama; Shannon Shelley-Tremblay, University of South Alabama
- *Barriers to Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Implementation Research*, James D. Lee, San Jose State University; Crystal Paul, San Jose State University; Guna Selvaduray, San Jose State University

104. Author-Meets-Critics Session— Author-Meets-Critics: God's Heart Has No Borders (Iberville)

**Presider:** Gul Ozyegin, College of William and Mary

- **Author**, Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo, University of Southern California
- **Critic**, Carl L. Bankston, Tulane University
- **Critic**, Marie Marquadt
- **Critic**, Jennifer Bickham. Mendez, The College of William and Mary

_Sessions 12:30 PM—1:50 PM_

105. Paper Session— Collective Memory and Trauma (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Sandra K. Gill, Gettysburg College

- *Contesting Memory: September 11th, Hurricane Katrina and the Politics of Remembering*, Derek Ruez, University of Kentucky
- *An Examination of Factors Affecting the Transgenerational Trauma of Persons Resulting from Construction of Fontana Lake, Swaine, County, North Carolina*, Hugh Floyd, Samford University; Jeanne Cross, Samford University
- *Remembering the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church Bombing: Cultural Trauma and Collective Memory*, Sandra K. Gill, Gettysburg College
- *Traumatized? Detachment and Identification in Trauma Staff*, Tessa E. Bishop, Vanderbilt University
106. Paper Session— Factors Affecting Party Identification and Voting (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Paul Lachelier, Stetson University

- *Determinants of Political Ideology and Party Affiliation*, Corey L. Burchett, Emory & Henry College
- *Age Differences Among Civic and Political Engagement: Family and School Climate Effects*, Terrolyn P. Carter, North Carolina A & T State University
- *To Vote or Not to Vote?*, Zachary Joseph McKenney, Emory and Henry College

107. Paper Session— Gender and Work (Beauregard)

**Presider:** Chardie L. Baird, Kansas State University

- *The Pipeline Meets Structural Constraints in Later Life: The Effects of Occupational Plans, Gender Beliefs, and Ability in Early Life on Occupational Sex Segregation in Later Life*, Chardie L. Baird, Kansas State University
- *Globalization, Changing Structure of Rural Economies, and Employment Patterns among Less-Skilled and Unskilled Women in the South*, Debarashmi Mitra, Delta State University; Melissa Oliver, Delta State University
- *Interactions at Barleys Wing Stop: Navigating the Grey Area of Waitressing in a Female-Only Restaurant*, Julia Maria D’Antonio, Louisiana State University; Chantel M. Dufrene, Louisiana State University
- *Women Entrepreneurs: The Role of Mentors*, Miriam R. Sessions, Florida State University

108. Paper Session— Impacts of Globalization on Nonwestern Women (Bonnet Carre)

**Presider:** Wilma A. Dunaway, Virginia Tech

- *Challenging Subordination of Women: Resistance by Iranian Film Producers*, Sher Vogel, Virginia Tech
- *International Division of Reproductive Labor and the Global Care Chain*, Kerri-Anne Burrell, Virginia Tech
- *The Philippine Aquaculture Bust: Impacts on Women and Their Subsistence Fishing Households*, M. Cecilia MacAbuac, Xavier University, Philippines
109. Paper Session— Networks, Race and Culture in Education (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Elizabeth Stearns, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

- *The Influence of College Student Peer Network Composition on Color-Blind Views of Society,* Carson Byrd, Virginia Tech; Mido Chang, Virginia Tech
- *Perpetuating Segregation? High School Racial Composition and Its Influence on Civic-Related Behaviors,* Elizabeth Stearns, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- *Black-American Children: Cultural Learning Differences,* Keauri Loftin, University of Tennessee Martin
- *Differential Factors that Impact White and Black Student Success in Traditional Face-to-Face and Non-Traditional Online College Classrooms,* Scott Carter, University of Central Florida; Shannon K. Carter, University of Central Florida; Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University

110. Paper Session— Researching Katrina and Its Environments II (Iberville)

**Presider:** Pamela Jenkins, University of New Orleans

- *The 'Home as Haven' Lost to Katrina: Images, Issues, and the Political Economy of a Housing Catastrophe,* Shirley Laska, University of New Orleans; Vern Baxter, University of New Orleans
- *After the Flood: Faith in Exile,* Pamela Jenkins, University of New Orleans
- *Organizing in the Aftermath of Disaster: The Movement for a Just Reconstruction Among Katrina's Displaced,* Rachel E. Luft, University of New Orleans
- *Displaced by Disaster: A Spatial Analysis of Hurricane Katrina Evacuees,* Christine A. Bevc, University of Colorado-Boulder; J. Steven Picou, University of South Alabama
111. Paper Session— Social Networks and their Effects (Gallier)

**Presider:** Orit Fisher, Florida State University

- **Winners and Losers: A Network Analysis of Drug Treatment,** Mitchell B. MacKinem, Claflin University; Tracy Burkett, College of Charleston
- **Homophily and Density: The Relationship between Network Measures,** Orit Fisher, Florida State University; Janice McCabe, Florida State University
- **Surviving Distress: The Effects of Alcohol and Drug Use and Social Network Composition,** Tracy Burkett, College of Charleston; Robert A. Ley, College of Charelston; Von Bakanic, College of Charleston
- **The Political Economy of the Online Pornography Industry: A Network Analysis,** Jennifer A. Johnson, Virginia Commonwealth University

112. Paper Session— Social Psychology I (Queen Anne Parlor)

**Presider:** Joanna S. Hunter, Florida State University

- **"I Want to Live, I Want to Get Up and Do Something": Narratives of Doing by Women with Chronic Pain,** Carmen L. Von Rohr, Florida State University
- **The Presentation of Self on MySpace.com,** Joanna S. Hunter, Florida State University
- **Improvised Drama: Live Action Roleplaying and Small Group Culture,** Jon Fish, Florida State University
- **Race, Gender, and The Prisoner's Dilemma: A Study in Social Dilemma Cooperation,** Victor Romano, Barry University

113. Paper Session— Sociological Theory (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Harry F. Dahms, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

- **The Place of Critical Theory in Sociology,** Harry F. Dahms, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
- **Cells Without Walls: Massive Multiplayer Online Games as Total Institutions and the Opportunity for Postvirtualism.,** Jeremy Ross, Oklahoma State University; Jospeh ?? M. Simpson, Oklahoma State University
- **Uncovering Covert Activity,** Mike A. Steketee, University of South Carolina
- **Reconciling Social Constructivism and Embodiment Theory in Peter Berger’s The Sacred Canopy,** Nicholas Byle, University of South Florida
- **Economic Sociology in the 21st Century: Limitations and Possibilities,** Harry F. Dahms, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
114. Author-Meets-Critics Session—Reproducing Racism: White Space, Elite Law Schools, and Racial Inequality (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Adia M. Harvey Wingfield, Georgia State University

- **Author,** Wendy Leo Moore, Texas A&M University
- **Critic,** Barbara Trepagnier, Texas State University
- **Critic,** Tyrone Forman, Emory University
- **Critic,** Sharon Rush, University of Florida

**Sessions 2:00 PM—3:20 PM**

115. **PRESIDENT’S INVITED ADDRESS:** Did Racism End in America on November 4th, 2008? Towards a Sociological Interpretation of the Obama Phenomenon— (Iberville)

- Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University


**Presider:** Christine A. Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken

- **Panelist,** Marina Adler, University of Maryland Baltimore County
- **Panelist,** Susan W. Hinze, Case Western Reserve University
- **Panelist,** Angela Lewellyn Jones, Elon University
- **Panelist,** Christine A. Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken
117. Paper Session— Examining the Effects of the Global Inequality of Women (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Deborah L. Rexrode, University of Virginia

- **Stopping Traffic: Understanding the Intersection of HIV/AIDS, Globalization and the Trafficking of Burmese Ethnic Minority Women & Children into Thailand’s Commercial Sex Industry,** Sara Lehman, University of Virginia
- **Treating the Invisible: Access to Mental Healthcare for Sexually Trafficked Ethnic Minority Women and Girls in Thailand,** Amber Chamberlain McCrady, University of Virginia
- **Domestic Violence and Economy in a Creole Community: A Needs Assessment/Photovoice Project in Nicaragua,** Emma Mitchell, University of Virginia
- **Domestic Violence and Economy with Mestiza Women,** Courtney Alyssa Mallow, University of Virginia

**Discussant:** Rae Blumberg, University of Virginia

118. Paper Session— Gender, Wealth and Risky Behavior (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Yanyi K. Djamba, Auburn University

- **Decreasing Risk: Motorcycle Preference and Behaviors Among Bike Week Participants,** Chastity L. Blankenship, University of Central Florida
- **What is the Relationship Between Girls and Boys Who Get Bullied in Middle School?,** Kathleen T. Doyle, Lander University
- **Gender Differences in Substance Use among Hispanic Adults: The Significance of Family Role Norms and Acculturation,** Sunshine Rote, Florida State University; Robyn Lewis, Florida State University
- **Household Wealth and Teen Premarital Sex in Contemporary Africa,** Yanyi K. Djamba, Auburn University; Sitawa R. Kimuna, East Carolina University
- **The Hook-Up Culture and Its Impact on Gender Inequality on a College Campus,** Marianne D. Schild, Davidson College

119. Paper Session— Social Class Studies (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Claudia Geist, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

- **Values, Vows, and Variation: A Regional Comparison of Marriage Earnings Gaps for Men and Women in the United States,** Claudia Geist, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- **What is in your plate? Social Class and Changing Food Preferences of Women in Urban India,** Jaita Talukdar, Loyola University New Orleans
- **Social and Economic Predictors of Adult Poverty,** Kelsey E. Sowers, Emory & Henry College
- **Class-Based Mobilization and Veterans of the Iran-Iraq War,** Neema Noori, University of West Georgia
120. Paper Session—Social Safety Nets (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Edward L. Kick, North Carolina State University

- *The FMLA at Fifteen: Employer Compliance and the Provision of Family Leaves*, Amy Armenia, Randolph-Macon College; Naomi Gerstel, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- *Welfare In America: How Much Is Too Little?*, Circe Lynn Anderson, Emory & Henry College
- *Factors Influencing Acceptance of FEMA Mitigation Offers Among Repetitive Flood Loss Victims*, Edward L. Kick, North Carolina State University; James C. Fraser, Vanderbilt University
- *Obstructions to Community Recovery: Policy Failures Resulting from the Gulf Coast Hurricanes of 2005*, Joanne Derouen, University of Louisiana at Lafayette; Becky Boudreaux, None

121. Paper Session—Sociological Approaches to Disaster: Personal, Institutional, and Structural Preparedness (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Nancy Kutner, Emory University

- *Disaster Preparedness for Higher Education Institutions: Instructional Technology Administrators Responses to Hurricane Katrina*, Brucetta McClue; Ashraf Esmail, Southern University; Lisa Eargle, Francis Marion University
- *Race, Coping Self-efficacy, and Distress in the Year Following Hurricane Katrina*, Nancy Kutner, Emory University
- *The Seen, Unseen and Emerging Culture of Disaster Preparedness in Urban Landscapes*, Demond S. Miller, Rowan University; Mark Hutter, Rowan University; Joel Yelin, Rowan University
- *Evaluating Capacity and Services of Community-Based Organizations in Mississippi: Three Years of Recovery Following Hurricane Katrina*, Anna M. Kliener, Southeastern Louisiana University; John J. Green, Delta State University; Jolynn P. Montgomery, University of Michigan; Andream Bunko, University of Michigan
- *Building and Sustaining a Sense of Community After a Tragedy*, James Hawdon, Virginia Tech; John Ryan, Virginia Tech; Laura Agnich, Virginia Tech
122. Paper Session—The Politics of Work (Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Vincent J. Roscigno, Ohio State University

- Politics, Uncertainty, and Post Civil-Rights Act Employment Desegregation, Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts; Kevin Stainback, Virginia Tech
- Control, Class and Quality of Work Life, Martha Crowley, North Carolina State University
- Who’s Got the Power? The Entrance of Women and Minorities to Management and the Adoption of Diversity Programs, Alexandra Kalev, University of Arizona; Frank Dobbin, Harvard University; Soohan Kim, Harvard University
- Bureaucracy and Bad Faith, Andrew Martin, Ohio State University; Steven Lopez, Ohio State University; Randy Hodson, Ohio State University

Discussant: Steven Vallas, Northeastern University

123. Paper Session—Violence II (Gallier)

Presider: Timothy Hayes, University of North Carolina-Pembroke

- The Influence of Inequality and Non-Economic Institutions on Cross-National Terrorist Incidents, Magan S. Newton, Western Kentucky University
- The Anomaly of Racial Variance in Female Perpetrated Spousal Killing: A Structural Explanation, Mark O. Melder, Northwestern State University; William B. Bankston, Louisiana State University
- Leveraging the Power of the Ethnic Enclave: Residential Instability and Violence in Latino Communities, Edward S. Shihadeh, Louisiana State University; Raymond E. Barranco, Louisiana State University
- Violent Crime and Inequality Among Native American Populations, Timothy Hayes, University of North Carolina at Pembroke
- Dual Roles in Genocide, Bradley Campbell, California State University, Los Angeles

Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

124. Panel Session—Gender and Feminism in the Classroom. Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women (Bonnet Carre)

Presider: Emily Fairchild, New College of Florida

- Panelist, Carolyn Sloane Sawtell, University of West Georgia
- Panelist, Jeffrianne Wilder, University of North Florida
- Panelist, Alicia E. Suarez, DePauw University
- Panelist, Daniel Farr, Randolph College
125. Paper Session— Food Supply (Gallier)

**Presider**: Leslie Hossfeld, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

- *Shifting Power in the Agri-Food Supply Chain: The Politics of Inclusion*, Leslie Hossfeld, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; Raven Bruno, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- *After the storm: A Community Food System Assessment of Home and Community Gardens/Farms in Five South Central Louisiana Parishes*, Dr Toni Sims, University of Louisiana-Lafayette
- *Exploring the Structural Determinants of Food Stamp Program Outcomes: Does Place Matter?*, Candice A. Myers, Louisiana State University; Tim Slack, Louisiana State University
- *The Impact of Food Standards on Farming Politics in Brazil*, Yisel Valdes, Duke University

126. Paper Session— Law (Cathedral)

**Presider**: Sheryl Van Horne, Widener University

- *Sovereignty and Economics a Retrospective on the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988*, Jerome R. Clemons, Jr., The Citadel Graduate College
- *Raison Detre of West Indian Deportation: Explaining Black Immigrant Deportation*, O. Alexander Miller, University of South Carolina
- *Has the United States Supreme Court Closed the Door on the Use of Race as a Factor in School Assignment Plans?*, Scarlet B. Moore, Lander University
- *Enhancing Critical Thinking about Courts and the Law through Lessons on Ethics*, Sheryl Van Horne, Widener University
127. Paper Session— Public Sociology, Teaching and Service Learning: Local and Global Perspectives (Queen Anne Parlor)

Presider: Deenesh S. Sohoni, College of William and Mary

- "Learning to Read at Hillcrest: Public Sociology in Action“, John S. Rice, University of North Carolina Wilmington; Jessica L. MacDonald, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- Engaging the Learner: Service Learning and Community Based Research, Ken Spring, Belmont University
- Measuring the Effectiveness of Service Learning, Michelle Dawn Huddleston, Tennessee Technological University
- Service Learning and Students’ Exploration of Residents’ Knowledge of Fair Housing Laws and Discriminatory Experiences in Alabama, Annette M. Allen, Troy University-Montgomery
- Teaching Global Sociology: Definitions and Implementation, Deenesh S. Sohoni, The College of William and Mary; Miodrag Petrovic, National University of Singapore

128. Paper Session— Social Capital (Pontalba)

Presider: Todd L. Matthews, University of West Georgia

- The Value of Social Capital in Data Driven Models of Evaluation Research: Factors Leading to the Disengagement of Participants from the Community Development Process, Anna Netterville, University of North Carolina-Pembroke; Ottis Murray, University of North Carolina-Pembroke
- Predicting Social Capital with Social Disorganization: A Multi-Level Analysis, Emily R. Berthelot, Louisiana State University; Troy C. Blanchard, Louisiana State University
- Socially Stronger with Age: The Increasing Protective Effect of Social Capital on Mental Health, Lijun Song, Duke University
- Gender and the Parent-Child Transmission of Civic Engagement: Assessing the Influences on Adolescent Civic Activity, Todd L. Matthews, University of West Georgia; Lynn Hempel, Colorado State University
- Women’s Community Engagement, Social Capital, and Community Building in Rural Grenada W.I., Paulette A. Meikle-Yaw, Delta State University; Carley Jefcoat, Delta State University
129. Thematic Session—Social Connections over the Life Course (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Anne E. Barrett, Florida State University

- Friendship Network Quality and Mental Health Among Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Youths: Is It Better to Have GLB Friends Than Straight Friends?, Koji Ueno, Florida State University; Mathew D. Gayman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Eric R. Wright, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis; Steven D. Quantz, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
- Determinants of Marital Satisfaction in Japan, Korea, and China: A Comparative Analysis, Kamo Yoshinori, Louisiana State University
- The Impact of Marital History on the Decision to Work in Later Midlife, Regina Bures, University of Florida
- Sisters Sharing a Path: Women’s Friendships in Middle and Later Life, Anne E. Barrett, Florida State University; Jessica Ostrander, Florida State University; Rebecca Redmond, Florida State University

130. Paper Session—Social Psychology II (Ursulines)

Presider: Christine A. Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken

- Tattoos and Reference Groups at Four Universities, Alden E. Roberts, Texas Tech University; Jerone R. Koch, Texas Tech University; Myrna L. Armstrong, Texas Tech Health Science Center; Donna C. Owen, Texas Tech Health Science Center
- The American Self-Concept, Christine A. Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken
- Public Perceptions and the Attribution of Responsibility for Organizational Wrongdoing, Jeannine A. Gailey, Texas Christian University
- Meaning Differences in Settings, Pamela M. Hunt, University of West Georgia

131. Paper Session—Southern Movements (Iberville)

Presider: Matthew O. Hunt, Northeastern University

- Culture, Structure and Geography: Toward an Historical Sociology of Appalachian Labor, Bradley Nash, Jr., Appalachian State University
- Desegregating the South: The Impacts of Local Protest Campaigns during the Black Freedom Struggle, Kenneth T. Andrews, University of North Carolina
- The Impact of Race, Gender, and Social Networks in Mississippi’s Struggle for Racial Equality: An Analysis of Pro-Integrationist Tougaloo College and Millsaps College Students, 1954 to 1965, Maria R. Lowe, Southwestern University
- "African Americans on the Move: Is the South a new 'Promised Land'"?, Matthew O. Hunt, Northeastern University; William W. Falk, University of Maryland; Larry L. Hunt, University of Maryland
132. Paper Session— Women and Crime (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Martha Smithey, Texas Tech University

- *Managing Female Identity in Gang Settings: An Analysis Using Goffman's Work on Stigma,* Clare Chandler, Texas Tech University
- *From the Inside Out: Desistence and Recidivism in Female Criminality in Louisiana,* Lebrian A. Patrick, Louisiana State University A&M College
- *The Effects of Gender Socialized Sexual Scripts on Female-perpetrated Neonaticide,* Martha Smithey, Texas Tech University
- *Addressing the Lack of Gender-Specific Programming Available to Female Juvenile Delinquents,* Sara Padula, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- *Comparing the Consequences among Women Raped by Known-Perpetrators: How Does Date Rape Compare?*, Carolyn S. Sawtell, University of West Georgia

**5:00 PM—6:20 PM**

**PRESIDENTIAL HONORS AND CONVOCATION PLENARY SESSION (Iberville)**

- *Presidential Address (Title TBA),* Kathleen F. Slevin, College of William and Mary

**6:30 PM—8:00 PM**

**PRESIDENTIAL AND AWARDS RECEPTION (Queen Anne Ballroom)**
Saturday, April 4

7:00 AM—9:00 AM
Business Meeting (Board Room)

8:00 AM—12:00 PM
Registration (La Nouvelle Orleans East/West)

9:00 AM—12:00 PM
Executive Committee Meeting (Board Room)

12:00 PM—3:00 PM
Standing Committee Meetings (Board Room)
Sessions 8:00 AM—9:20 AM

133. Panel Session— Why Am I a Sociologist? (Pontalba)

Presider: Ronald Wimberley, North Carolina State University

- Panelists, TBA

134. Paper Session— Alcohol and Drugs (Gallier)

Presider: William Cockerham, University of Alabama at Birmingham

- The Contextual Predictors of Alcohol Consumption, William Cockerham, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Casey Borch, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Henna Budhwani, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- Alcoholism as Evidence: The Origins and Impact of Addiction Medicine, Christopher R. Freed, University of South Alabama
- Non-Medical Use of Prescription Drugs Among Undergraduate Students, Katelyn J. Rozenbroek, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
- The Social Aspect of Drug Use: A Qualitative Look at Initiation, Cessation, and Relapse of Methamphetamine Use, Liam A. Harbry, Kennesaw State University; Miriam W. Boeri, Kennesaw State University
- Alcohol on College Campuses: The Cultural Perspectives of Binge Drinking, Noy Sankavilode, Kennesaw State University; Stephen Gaines

135. Paper Session— Challenges at Many Levels: How Organizations Structure Gender Inequality. Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women (Cabildo)

Presider: Josipa Roksa, University of Virginia

- Shaking Things up or Business as Usual? The Influence of Female Board of Directors on Women’s Managerial Representation, Sheryl Skaggs, University of Texas at Dallas; Kevin Stainback, Virginia Tech; Phyllis Duncan, Our Lady of the Lake University
- Gender in the Labor Process: Control and Well-being in Female and Male Work Groups, Martha Crowley, North Carolina State University
- Gender, Required Work Effort, and Discretionary Work Effort: Evidence from the United States and Britain, Julie Kmec, Washington State University; Elizabeth H. Gorman, University of Virginia
- The Messy Matrix: Gender and Faculty Outcomes across Institutions and Disciplines, Kimberly C. Kelly, University of Georgia; Linda Grant, University of Georgia; Linda A. Renzulli, University of Georgia
136. Paper Session— Constructing Families: Intersections of Gender, Sexuality, Race, Class, and Nation (Iberville)

Presider: Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University

- Transnational Adoption: From the Parental Perspective, Jensen J. Jeung, Louisiana State University
- "She was meant to be my child": Gay Men Negotiating Social and Legal Dimensions of adoption, Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University
- Turkish and American University Students Perceptions of Childless Adults and Parents, Tanya Koropeckyj-Cox, University of Florida; Zeynep Copur, Hacettepe University
- Narratives of Lesbian Transformation: Coming Out Stories of Women who Transition from Heterosexual Marriage to Lesbian Identity, Clare Walsh, University of Florida

137. Paper Session— Environmental Sociology (Cathedral)

Presider: John H. Bradford, University of Tennessee

- Dealing with the Oil Crisis: Deciding Between Hard and Soft Energy Paths, Jessica R. Aldridge, Western Kentucky University
- But What Does it Mean? A Critical Inquiry and Appraisal of Eco-structuralism, John H. Bradford, University of Tennessee
- University Student Opinions Regarding the Causes and Consequences of Global Climate Change, 2001-2008, Lillian Oconnell, University of Central Florida; Penelope Canan, University of Central Florida
- A Legacy of Race and Class in Industrial Contamination, Remediation, and Re-Use, Timothy W. Maher, University of Indianapolis; Jason Ward, University of Indianapolis; David Allender, University of Indianapolis
- Environmentalism in a Rapidly Developing Watershed: The Role of Location and Sociodemographic Characteristics, Catherine Mobley, Clemson University

138. Paper Session— Food Assistance Programs (Presbytere)

Presider: David R. Buys, University of Alabama at Birmingham

- But They Are Eating, Right?: Nutrition, Food Rescue Programs for the Poor and Childhood Obesity, Cha'veya Watkins, Meredith College
- Using Social Capital to Help Ensure Adequate Nutrition Intake for Homebound Older Adults, David R. Buys, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Julie L. Locher, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- Unpacking the Grocery Bag: Food Banks, Donations and Feeding the Poor, Kristina A. Monck, Meredith College
- Embarrassed but Full: Requesting Emergency Food Assistance and the Presentation of Self, Nichole Eury, Meredith College
139. Paper Session— Gender Roles and Identity: Continuity and Change (Ursulines)

Presider: Sarah Jane Brubaker, Virginia Commonwealth University

- *Perceptions of Social Identity Among Cleaning Ladies at a Private College: An Exploratory Study*, Allison Helton, Georgetown College
- *Gender Schemas: Then and Now*, Becky Trigg, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Sarah Ballard, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Patricia Drentea, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- *Leaving Behind Leave it to Beaver: Conceptions of Traditional Gender Roles within the Institution of Marriage*, Chelsea E. Biggs, Mercer University

140. Paper Session— Religion, Politics and Education (Orleans/Royal)

Presider: Darren E. Sherkat, Southern Illinois University

- *Ethnography and the Self: From Alien to Activist*, Catherine Mary Lafuente, University of South Florida
- *Religion and Scientific Knowledge*, Darren E. Sherkat, Southern Illinois University
- *Religious Leaders Accounts of Navigating Religion and Politics*, Ryon J. Cobb, Florida State University; Brian Starks, Florida State University; Jason Sumerau, Florida State University
- *Entering a Crowded Religious Market: A Case Study of Richmond Outreach Center, A Church Start-Up*, Christine M. Woodman, Virginia Commonwealth University; David Bromley, Virginia Commonwealth University

141. Paper Session— Teaching About Inequality, Crime and Justice (Bienville)

Presider: Brad Tripp, Winthrop University

- *Teaching Criminology with the News*, Brad Tripp, Winthrop University
- *The Use of Ethnographies in Undergraduate Teaching in Sociology and Criminal Justice*, Debra S. Kelley, Longwood University
- *That Won't Work Here: Students Learning How Local Contexts Matter in Efforts to End Poverty*, Kathryn Schmidt, Valdosta State University
- *Let the Crime Fit the Punishment: Social factors shaping student perceptions of justice*, Paul Kooistra, Furman University
- *Structure and Agency in the Classroom: Student Perceptions of Long-Term, Low-Wage Employment*, Bess Vincent, Tulane University; Melissa Abelev, Tulane University
Sessions 9:30 AM—10:50 AM

Poster Session (Queen Anne Ballroom)

- **Peaceful Activists: Motivations & Continued Relevance**, Mark S. Conway, University of Miami; Linda Belgrave, University of Miami
- **Colored Ink and Women of Color: A Content-Analysis of Tattoo Magazines**, Meagan C. Arrastia, University of Central Florida
- **Exploring Social Capital: The Meaning of Membership in a Southern Yacht Club (Poster Session)**, Sara E. Green, University of South Florida
- **Racial Differences and Structural Predictors in Female-Male Intimate Assault Ratios**, Lisa Tichavsky, North Carolina State University
- **Are Women Moving up the Corporate Ladder? A Comparison of Women’s and Men’s Perceptions of the Influence of Globalization on Organizational Change.**, Krista M. Brumley, Wayne State University
- **The White Male Effect on Perceptions of Toxin Exposure: Incorporating the Local Context**, Nnenia M. Campbell, University of Central Florida
- **Increasing Mexican American Parent School Involvement by Showing Respect for Latino Cultural Characteristics**, Mary L. Hansen, University of Texas-San Antonio; Elizabeth Aguilar, University of Texas-San Antonio; Ann Hurley, University of Texas-San Antonio
- **Mobilizing the Masses: Self-Reported Stress Symptoms and Social Action**, Heather Sanchez, University of Southern Mississippi
- **BFFs: Social Distance Within College Students Overlapping E-Based Social Networks**, Nancy H. Randall, Wingate University
- **Health and Hard Work: Gender Differences in the Physical and Mental Health Impact of Paid and Unpaid Labor**, Jenifer Hamil-Luker, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
- **The Hero’s Journey: The Diffusion of Ideas by Returning Appalachian Migrants**, Amber N. Roberts, Western Kentucky University; Douglas C. Smith, Western Kentucky University; Phyllis Puffer, Big Sandy Community and Technical College
- **Death Qualification and Differential Susceptibility to Pretrial Publicity: The Mediating Role of Criminal Justice Orientation**, David M. Flores, University of Nevada-Reno
- **Environmental Injustices and the Distribution of Swine Operations in Indiana**, Lauren M. Brooks, University of Florida
- **Utilizing Self-Organizing Maps to Classify Gated Communities in the Southern United States**, Matthew A. Cazessus, University of South Carolina; Naomi R. Kolberg, University of South Carolina
- **The Dynamics of an Aging Population: Exploring Racial/Ethnic and Gender Differences in the Context of Elderly Victimization**, Mari A. Dewees, Florida Gulf Coast University; Susan R. Cody, LaGrange College; Lisa D. Holland-Davis, University of South Florida-St. Petersburg
- **Italia Nuova or Nuovi Italiani: Second Generation Children of Immigrants in Contemporary Italy**, Georgia E. Bianchi, University of Florida
- **Does Nursing Aide Job Satisfaction Predict Quality of Care in Nursing Homes? Results from the NNHS and NNAS.**, Sarah L. Arnold, Western Kentucky University
- **Universal Mental Health Screening in Schools: Policy Recommendations for Implementing Age-Appropriate Programming For the Under-Served**, Laura Anne Davidson, University of Nevada-Reno
- **A Social Movement Analysis: Exploring the Use of Humor as a Strategy and a Tactic**, Jessama E. Allender, East Carolina University; Jillian B. Allender, East Carolina University
- **Involved, Dissatisfied, and Motivated: How the Collective Identity Formation of Charter School-Ready Parents Drives the Charter School Movement**, Laura Anne Davidson, University of Nevada-Reno
- **The Effects of Ethnocentrism on Uganda and the Potential for Political Conflict**, Patricia M. Bamwine, Western Kentucky University
- **Government Intervention or Citizen Protection: Predicting Public Support for Government Policies on Terrorism**, John Lynxwiler, University of Central Florida; David Gay, University of Central Florida; Sara Neuenschwander, University of Central Florida; Rachel Rados, University of Central Florida
- **Mapping White Racial Identity through the Examination of Stereotypes (Working Title)**, Kasey Henricks, Austin Peay State University
- **Living in Fear**, Amy Green, Tennessee Technological University
- **Race, Religion and Politics: A GSS snapshot**, Jason R. Levine, University of Central Florida
- **Phat = Friction? Language and Identity Construction in the Global Classroom**, Carleen S. Carey, Williams College
- **Maternal Age and Birth Outcomes by Race: Data from Virginia: 2001-2001**, Ann Creighton-Zollar, Virginia Commonwealth University; Julie Honnold, Virginia Commonwealth University
- **Retrospective Examination of Race Differences in the Onset of Criminal Careers among Incarcerated Men**, Melanie L. Fryman, Tennessee State University; Barbara Kilbourne, Tennessee State University; Oscar Miller, Tennessee State University
- **Discourse and Rhetoric Surrounding the XO Laptop Program in Birmingham, Alabama**, Jasmine Darrington Ward, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Karen Harris, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Casey Borch, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Michael Howell-Moroney, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- **The Impact of Sustainable Development Initiatives on Social Equity**, Jason M. Laguna, Florida State University
- **Changing Depictions of African American Masculinities in Advertising**, Sarrah G. Conn, Florida State University
- **Racism in Black & White: Newspaper Portrayals of Crime and Societal Implications**, Megan F. Dickson, University of Kentucky
- **The Relationship between the Diversity of Faculty and Racial/Ethnic Minority Student Persistence to Graduation**, Heidi J. Watt, University of Central Florida
142. Paper Session—Fight the Power: Engaging Students in Social Justice Action and Research (Pontalba)

Presider: Kathryn Schmidt, Valdosta State University

- *Growing Troublemakers: The Mary Turner Project*, Mark P. George, Valdosta State University
- *Airing Our Dirty Laundry: Responding to Sexual Violence on Campus*, Tracy Woodard-Meyers, Valdosta State University
- *PIMBY (Poverty in My Backyard): Strategies for Understanding Local Experiences of Poverty*, Kathryn Schmidt, Valdosta State University

Discussant: Mark P. George, Valdosta State University

143. Thematic Session—Popular Culture Across the Life Course (Iberville)

Presider: Neal M. King, Virginia Tech

- *Tracking the Fecund Sex Goddess Across the Life Course: An Analysis of the Portrayal of Women’s Sexual Objectification and Reproduction in Popular Culture*, Heather Elise Dillaway, Wayne State University; Sarah Jane Brubaker, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Musical Tastes in Old Age*, Jill Harrison-Rexrode, Virginia Tech; John Ryan, Virginia Tech
- *Do You Want to be Old or Young? Evaluative Images of Age Groups in TV ads*, Ida Harper Simpson, Duke University

144. Thematic Session—Race, Gender and Place on Inequality Across the Lifecourse (Ursulines)

Presider: Ben Lennox Kail, Florida State University

- *Distinct Processes of Wealth Accumulation: Taking Another Look at the Race and Gender Gaps Among Retirees*, Ben Lennox Kail, Florida State University
- *Separate and Unequal: Birth Cohorts Within the Baby Boom Generation*, Cynthia S. Reeser, University of Kentucky; Ronald Werner-Wilson, University of Kentucky
- *The Gender/Family Nexus in Space: How Aging-in-Place Perpetuates Gender Inequality*, Elizangela Joy Storelli, American University
- *Elder Care Policy and the Role of Space: Examining the Relationship Between Housing Arrangements in Rural, Suburban, Urban Areas and Older Adults Well-Being*, Rv Rikard, North Carolina State University; Christine Mair, North Carolina State University
145. Paper Session— Health Care Access (Gallier)

**Presider:** Alexandra F. Dalton, Duke University

- *Planning a Birth: The Decisions Women Make and the Resources They Use*, Alexandra F. Dalton, Duke University
- *Social Inequality and Dental Health over the Life Course*, Krystal Wyatt-Baxter, University of Texas at Austin; Marc Musick, University of Texas at Austin; Chelsea Moore, University of Texas at Austin
- *State Health Indicators and the Hispanic Population*, Lauren E. Hamlett, Southwestern University
- *Who Really Has Access?: An Assessment of Healthcare Opportunities for Low-Income Individuals*, Tamara C. Durr, Mercer University

146. Paper Session— Health Standards (Presbytere)

**Presider:** William Martin Wentworth, Clemson University

- *Toward a Place-Based Theory of Health: A Review of Emerging Research*, Amanda L. Watson, Middle Tennessee State University; Brian Philip Hinote, Middle Tennessee State University
- *The Public Mental Healthcare System: Transforming Care or Building a Facade*, Beverly K. Hogan, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Jay A. Irwin, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- *Chronic Illness as Incalculable Risk: Scientific Uncertainty and Social Transformations in Medicine*, Jason Adam Wasserman, Texas Tech University; Brian Philip Hinote, Middle Tennessee State University
- *Medical Access, Vaccination and Provoked Evolution*, William Martin Wentworth, Clemson University

147. Paper Session— Minorities and Health (Bienville)

**Presider:** Mxolisi Siwatu, Texas Southern University

- *Race and Sex Differences in Colorectal Cancer Screening: A Social Ecological Approach*, Mxolisi Siwatu, Texas Southern University; Darlington Agha, Texas Southern University
- *The Effect of Social Support on the Success of a Spiritual-Church Based Weight Loss Program for African-American Women*, Sang Gon Nam, University of Texas Medical Branch
- *Survey of Immigrant and Minority Health*, Tainayah W. Thomas, UCLA; Linda Belgrave, University of Miami
- *Race Behaviors and Health Disparities*, Tangela G. Towns, University of Central Florida
148. Paper Session— Politics, Ethnicity and Gender (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Shirley Rombough, University of Texas-Pan American

- *Latinas in Politics: Experiences of Elected Officials in the Rio Grande Valley*, Shirley Rombough, University of Texas-Pan American; Diane Keithly, Southern University
- *Deal Me In: The Changing Playbook on Race, Class and Gender "Cards"*, Patrick Feeney, Montgomery College
- *Symbolic Masculinities in American Politics*, Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Montclair State University; Daniel R. Cassino, Fairleigh Dickinson University
- *Differences and Degrees of Nationalism in Latin America: The Cases of Brazil and Mexico*, Cesar J. Gonzalez, Texas Tech University

149. Paper Session— Social Psychology III (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Doug Schrock, Florida State University

- *Racialized and Gendered Joking in a Batterer Intervention Program*, Doug Schrock, Florida State University
- *The Great Outdoors as Gendered Space: The Role of Dress on the Appalachian Trail*, Kristi M. Fondren, Mississippi State University
- *Neurosociological Approaches to Vision: The Role of Aesthetic Perception in Initiating Deliberation*, Thomas N. Ratliff, Virginia Tech; Eric V. Vukmanic, University of Louisville
- *Chivalry Lives On in the South, But Whom Are You Saving?: Masculinity and Identity Issues Among Aging Men in the South*, Tiffiny E. Guidry, Delta State University

150. Paper Session— Teaching Critical Perspectives and Critical Thinking (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Alison Buck, North Carolina State University

- *Teaching Alienated Labor with Play-Doh*, Alison Buck, North Carolina State University; Kylie L. Parrotta, North Carolina State University
- *Feminist Methodologies and Undergraduate Pedagogy*, Carmel E. Price, University of Tennessee
- *Critical Pedagogy and the Discourse of Sociology: A Freirian Analysis of Sociology Learning Goals and Teaching Practices*, Natalee D. Tucker, Oklahoma State University; Kathryn Worman Ross, Oklahoma State University
- *Conveying the Illogic of Inequality: A Classroom Game of Logical Fallacies to Use in the Classroom*, Susan J. Weaver, University of the Cumberlands
- "Instructor Effect on Students' Policy Positions", Casey Welch, Flagler College; Matthew McCrudden, NZ; Sarah Daniels, University of North Florida; Laurel-Lee Welch, University of North Florida
Sessions 11:00 AM—12:20 PM

151. Panel Session—Advancing Research on Women in Academia. Sponsored by Sociologists for Women in Society-South (Cathedral)

Presider: Elizabeth Yost, University of Alabama-Birmingham

- Balancing Acts: Faculty and Staff Experiences with Workplace Policies and Practices, Idee Winfield, College of Charleston; Beth Rushing, University of Washington-Tacoma
- Ideal and Reality: Gender and Time Allocations among Academic Faculty, Sarah Winslow-Bowe, Clemson University
- Predicting Women’s Receipt of Physics Awards: Do Selection Committees Matter?, Anne Lincoln, Southern Methodist University; Stephanie Pincus, Society for Women's Health Research; Vanessa Schick, Society for Women's Health Research
- The Recruitment and Retention of Women in STEM: A Study of Graduate Students, Post Doctoral Fellows and Junior Faculty, Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Donna Handley, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Elizabeth Yost, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Vicki Winstead, University of Alabama-Birmingham

152. Panel Session—Assessment in the Undergraduate Classroom. Sponsored by the Committee on Community and Small Colleges (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 1)

Presider: Chandrouti R. Persaud, Mississippi Valley State University

- Panelist, Chandrouti R. Persaud

153. Panel Session—Human Rights, The City and Local Politics (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 2)

Presider: Dave L. Overfelt, University of Missouri

- Panelist, David Brunsma, University of Missouri
- Panelist, James M. Thomas, University of Missouri at Columbia

154. Panel Session—Successfully Teaching Undergraduate Statistics (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 3)

Presider: Ferris Ritchey, University of Alabama-Birmingham

- Panelist, Ferris Ritchey, University of Alabama-Birmingham
155. Paper Session— Criminological Theory (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Xiaojin Chen, Tulane University

- *Are Teen Delinquency Abstainers Social Introverts? A Test of Moffitt’s Theory,* Xiaojin Chen, Tulane University
- *Defiance, Deterrence, Labeling, and Irrelevance: A Comprehensive Theory of Multiple Sanction Effects,* Rena Cornell, North Carolina State University
- *Deviance Diminished?: Technological Influences on the Normalization of Deviant Cultures,* Jynette Larshus, Georgia Southern University; William J. Kinney, University of St. Thomas
- *Neighborhood Crime, Depression, and Social Disorganization Theory,* Billy D. Holcombe, University of Florida

156. Paper Session— Diverse Research on Undergraduate Education (Presbytere)

**Presider:** Lori A. Brown, Meredith College

- *Portfolio Evaluation and Faculty Empowerment: Setting Goals and Getting It Done,* Anna A. Hall, Delgado Community College
- *Teaching Quantitative Literacy through Collaborative Learning in an Online Introductory Sociology Class,* Gretchen H. Thompson, North Carolina State University; Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University
- *Small Wins and Pubic Sociology: Using the Senior Capstone Course to Problem Solve,* Lori A. Brown, Meredith College
- "*Web-based Data Analysis Across the Curriculum,*" M.G. Dunn, Roanoke College; Jacqueline M. Keil, Kean University

157. Paper Session— Mental Health, Illness and Well-Being (Bienville)

**Presider:** Brea L. Perry, University of Kentucky

- *What’s in a Label? The Sick Role and Access to Network Resources in Early Mental Illness Careers,* Brea L. Perry, University of Kentucky
- *Marital Status and Psychological Well-Being: Are the Emotional Benefits of Marriage Greater, Fewer, or the Same for Functionally Limited and Non-Limited Adults?*, Jennifer L. Caputo, Florida State University
- *Is there a Relationship between Menopause and Emotional Well-Being? Race/Ethnic and Class Variations,* Natalie O. Armstrong, Florida State University; Robin Simon, Florida State University
- *Network Capital and Social Support: Is Race or Class More Significant in Predicting Mental Health?*, Claire M. Norris, Louisiana State University
158. Paper Session— Negotiating Masculinity and Femininity (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 4)

**Presider:** Christian A. Vaccaro, Florida State University

- *The Effects of the Loss of Men on the Construction of Masculinity and Femininity,* Brandon Sean Nicholas, Louisiana State University
- *Different Uses of The Concept of Hegemonic Masculinity in Empirical Research,* Christian A. Vaccaro, Florida State University
- *Punt, Pass, Pink: A Struggle with Femininity in Women's Football,* Emilie E. Bowman, Louisiana State University
- *Understanding Masculinity Performance in Fraternities,* Katie-Sarlett Fuller-King, Louisiana State University

159. Paper Session— Occupations (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Karen E. Campbell, Vanderbilt University

- *Amalgamation, Not Segregation: Women’s Medical Societies in the US,* Karen E. Campbell, Vanderbilt University
- *Finding Your Feet in the Sea of Professionalism: The Influences of Career Choice among Medical and Law Students,* Kate E. Mudrak, Mercer University
- *Nursing Diagnosis: Oxymoron or Valuable Tool?,* Linda Ann Treiber, Kennesaw State University
- *Motivation to Attend Medical School and Expected Work Areas over the Course of the Medical School Experience,* Michael Wise, Appalachian State University; Catherine T. Harris, Wake Forest University

160. Paper Session— Political Sociology I (Gallier)

**Presider:** Barbara Wyche, Saint Paul's College

- *Coercion, Capital and Communication: Potential Applications of Media Theory to Comparative Historical Political Economy,* Eric Royal Lybeck, University of Tennessee
- *Middle Eastern Fundamentalist Social Networks' Functions: In the Case of Deniz Feneri,* Mahmut Deniz Tansi, Yeditepe University Economic and Administrative SC
- *Human Rights: Lost in Europe,* Barbara Wyche, Saint Paul's College
161. Paper Session— Poverty, Welfare and Homelessness (Iberville)

Presider: Rachel Rayburn, University of Central Florida

- *The Impact of the Mobility of Former Foster Care: "It's Time to Get Up and Move Because That's What the System Teaches You*, Beatrix F. Perez, University of Texas-San Antonio; Harriett D. Romo, University of Texas-San Antonio
- *Your Shelter or Mine?: Romantic Relationships Among the Homeless*, Rachel Rayburn, University of Central Florida
- *A Wilsonian Critique of Welfare Reform*, Jeff H. Gunther, Virginia Commonwealth University
- *Transitions from Foster Care: Trajectories of Social Capital*, Beatrix F. Perez, University of Texas at San Antonio; Harriett D. Romo, University of Texas-San Antonio

162. Paper Session— Public Health (Pontalba)

Presider: William W. Holland, Georgia State University

- *Recommendations for Colorectal Cancer Screening Among 49 Appalachian Eastern Kentucky Primary Care Practices: Controlling for Structural Aspects of Space*, George F. Bills, University of Kentucky
- *Emergency Departments as Medical Homes? An Assessment of the Utilization of Health Care Among Residents of the Mississippi Delta*, Carley Jefcoat, Delta State University; John J. Green, Delta State University; Mechelle Wallace, Delta State University; Mitch Morris, Mississippi Primary Health Care Association

163. Panel Session— Redefining Radical Sociology (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 5)

Presider: Marina Karides, Florida Atlantic University

- *Panelist*, Walda Katz Fishman, Howard University
- *Panelist*, Linda Belgrave, University of Miami
164. Paper Session—Urban Renewal and Environmental Improvement (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Katie M. Kirkpatrick, University of Tennessee

- *From Urban Renewal to Urban Redevelopment: The Use of Cultural Strategies of Urban Redevelopment in the U.S.*, Andrea M. Wilbon, Tulane University
- *Mean Streets, Clean Street: Street Youth Involved in Environmental Clean-Ups in Kibera, Kenya*, Elizabeth Swart, University of Central Florida
- *From Gay Street To Turkey Creek: Knoxville’s Urban and Suburban Development Processes*, Katie M. Kirkpatrick, University of Tennessee
- *Urban Agricultural Projects and the Reshaping of Argentina*, Liam Vangsnes Hysjulien, University of Tennessee

**Sessions 12:30 PM—1:50 PM**

165. Paper Session—Scholars-in-Training: Undergraduate Research at a Small Liberal Arts College (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 1)

**Presider:** Julia C. Wilson, Emory and Henry College

- *Papers TBA*

166. Paper Session—Gender and Feminism (Gallier)

**Presider:** Heather H. Kettrey, Vanderbilt University

- *No Gods No Masters. . . No Revolution?: Marxist Praxis and Inchoate Socialist Feminism in Margaret Sanger’s “The Woman Rebel”*, Heather H. Kettrey, Vanderbilt University
- *Bleaching or Tanning? The Ideal Female Body Image among Chinese and European Women*, Jingjing Song, Vanderbilt University
- *I Had to Bite my Tongue: Doing Feminist Research in Non-feminist Spaces*, Brittnie Aiello, University of Massachusetts Amherst; Sarah Becker, Louisiana State University
- *The Impact of Occupation on the Attractiveness of Males and Females*, Paul M. Estrada, Duke University
167. Paper Session— Media Studies (Ursulines)

Presider: Nancy L. Malcom, Georgia Southern University

- *Gender in Children's Literature: 20th Century Trends and Current Disparities*, Elizabeth Grauerholz, University of Central Florida; Janice McCabe, Florida State University; Emily Fairchild, New College of Florida
- *Heaven and the After-life in Children's Storybooks*, Nancy L. Malcom, Georgia Southern University
- *Acceptance or Assimilation: Portrayals of International Adoption in Children's Books*, Carrie L. Smith, Millersville University; Lesley Colabucci, Millersville University
- *The Prevalence of Sexualization in Seventeen Magazines: A Longitudinal Content Analysis*, Ashley Sweet, Stetson University

168. Paper Session— Mental Health and Medical Sociology (Bienville)

Presider: Linda J. Trollinger, Campbellsville University

- *Public Perceptions of Alcoholics: Data from the 1996 and 2006 General Social Survey*, Amanda J. Abraham, University of Georgia; Jack K. Martin, Indiana University; Paul M. Roman, University of Georgia; Bernice Pescosolido, Indiana University
- *Turning Points in Early Adulthood: The Role of Sexual Orientation and Depression*, Erika L. Austin, University of Alabama-Birmingham
- *Dueling Schemas: How Competing Views of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder Impact Affected Adults Self-Perceptions and Openness*, Steven L. Foy, Duke University
- *The Spirituality-Health Connection*, Jason Alan Freeman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

169. Paper Session— Migration (Cathedral)

Presider: Georgia E. Bianchi, University of Florida

- *Stories of the Diaspora: Iranian Immigration to Georgia*, Ashley M. Juneghani, Kennesaw State University
- *Contrasting and Comparing Transnationalism, Diaspora and Assimilation. A review*, Cristina Bradatan, Texas Tech University; Adrian Popan, Texas Tech University
- *Gangs and Nannies: Gendered Representations of Immigrants in Contemporary Italy*, Georgia E. Bianchi, University of Florida
- *In-kind Remittances: Survival or Luxury*, Robert R. Adams, Tennessee Tech University
- *Italia Nuova or Nuovi Italiani: Immigration, Attitudes and Citizenship in Contemporary Italy*, Georgia E. Bianchi, University of Florida
170. Paper Session— Repression and Mobilization (Pontalba)

Presider: David G. Ortiz, Tulane University

- National Resources and State Woman Suffrage Outcomes: A Re-Examination of the Resource Mobilization Framework, Christine E. Mowery, University of Richmond
- Violence Begets More Violence? The Role of Different Types of Repression in State - Dissident Exchanges., David G. Ortiz, Tulane University
- Creating Safe Zones: Predicting the Presence of GLBT Student Groups on College and University Campuses, Melinda D. Kane, East Carolina University
- A Comparative Analysis of U.S. Anti-war Protest During the Vietnam and Iraq wars, Thomas N. Ratliff, Virginia Tech
- Representing Rwanda: The Politics of Postcolonial Melancholia in Genocide Accounts, Jennifer Mueller, Texas A&M University

171. Paper Session— Rural and Urban Sociology (Cabildo)

Presider: Diana Karafin, Ohio State University

- Racial and Ethnic Neighborhood Integration: New Insights and Complexities, Diana Karafin, Ohio State University
- Amorphous or Structured? Formal and Informal Networks Among Homeless People in Downtown Atlanta, Johanna H. Boers, Georgia State University; Josie Parker, Georgia State University; Donald Reitzes, Georgia State University; Timothy Crimmins, Georgia State University
- How Demographic and Urban Area Characteristics Influence Mass Transit Ridership, Parfait U. Gasana, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- Neighborhood Boundaries as Symbolic Boundaries: Internal and External Spatial Distinctions among Urban Upper Middle-class Residents, Yuki Kato, Tulane University
- Is It Fatalism?: Rural Suicide and the Impact of Social and Economic Homogeneity, Russell R. Davis, BSC/Samford/UAB
172. Paper Session— School Crime and Disorder (Presbytere)

**Presider:** Michael O. Maume, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

- *Math Achievement and School Disorder: Drawing from Two Major Criminological Theories,* Michelle McLeese, Virginia Tech; James Hawdon, Virginia Tech
- *Socializing Youth Toward a Society of Fear, Control, and Inequality: The 'Columbine Effect' and School Violence Policy,* Glenn W. Muschert, Miami University; Anthony A. Peguero, Miami University
- *Victimization in Schools in a Post-Columbine Era: The Case of Victimization Reporting,* Michael O. Maume, UNC Wilmington; Adam Watkins, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- *Uncovering the Causes of Youth Violence: A Community Perspective on NOBLE Youth Violence Town Hall Symposiums,* Deshonna Collier-Goubil, Howard University; Camonia Long, Howard University; Michelle Demus, Howard University; Terri Adams-Fuller, Howard University

173. Paper Session— Sustained Inequalities in Post-Katrina New Orleans (Iberville)

**Presider:** A. Kathryn Stout, Southern University-New Orleans

- *Political Sociology of Post-Katrina Recovery,* George Amedee, Southern University-New Orleans
- *Reproducing Inequality in the Era of Hope: Southern University at New Orleans,* John Penny, Southern University-New Orleans
- *Critical Sociological Theories Contributions to Understanding the Directions of Post-Katrina Reconstruction,* Richard A. Dello Buono, New College of Florida

**Discussant:** David Fasenfest, Wayne State University

174. Paper Session— Women, Social Institutions and Activism (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Marina Karides, Florida Atlantic University

- *"I Do" Promise to Bear it All, With or Without: Black Women and Marriage,* Brittany V. Young, Duke University
- *From Bra Burning to Bible Study: Motivation for Political Activism and Polarization Among Local Women Activists,* Grace Stafford, Southwestern University
- *Navigating Mountain Roads and Social Politics in Lesvos, Greece,* Marina Karides, Florida Atlantic University
175. Panel Session—Alpha Kappa Delta Information Session (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 2)

**Presider:** Catherine T. Harris, Wake Forest University

- *Panelist,* Catherine T. Harris, Wake Forest University
- *Panelist,* Michael Wise, Appalachian State University

176. Paper Session—Undergraduate Research 1: Stress, Happiness, and Personal Well-Being (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 3)

**Presider:** Mary C. Torr, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

- *Sorority Girls: An Exploratory Study of the Body Image Perceptions Among Female College Students,* Heather Stillwell, Georgetown College
- *The Experience of Vicarious Trauma in Rape Crisis Center Volunteers,* Laurie M. Graham, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- *Racial Inequalities in Foster Care,* Mary C. Torr, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- *What Makes People Happy and How Stress Affects Happiness,* Mary S. Mason, University of Tennessee Martin

177. Paper Session—Undergraduate Research 2: Crime/Law/Deviance Studies (Queen Anne Ballroom—Roundtable 4)

**Presider:** Amanda Tremain, Mercer University

- *Race/ethnicity and Gender as Indicators of Physical and Psychological Intimate Partner Violence,* Brandon K. Mason, Texas Tech University
- "*They're All Lazy or Crazy!*" Beyond Public Misconceptions of the Homeless, Laura Megan Dingley, Mercer University
- *Political (in)Tolerance: Factors that Impact the Support for the Extension of Civil Liberties,* Amanda Tremain, Mercer University
- *Experience of Crime and Safety in the United States: Perceptions of Latin American Immigrants,* Monica N. Goldblatt, College of William and Mary


**Presider:** Debra J. Schleef, University of Mary Washington

- *Papers,* TBA
Sessions 2:00 PM—3:20 PM

179. Paper Session— Homophobia, Gay Rights and Queer Activism (Presbytere)

**Presider:** Thomas J. Linneman, College of William and Mary

- *Do You Mask Your Homophobic Cognitions?*, Amanda D. Brenner, Piedmont College; Brooke Ayars, Piedmont College
- *Transgender Inclusion in Southern LGBT Organizations*, Emily Godsey, University of Alabama at Birmingham
- *Little Gay Ghandi's: Providing a Safe Space and Empowering Sexual Minorities*, Nicole M. Powell, Southwestern University

180. Paper Session— Juveniles in Custody (Gallier)

**Presider:** Craig Forsyth, University of Louisiana – Lafayette

- *Gender and Custody: Examining Female Juvenile Delinquents in Secure Custody*, Craig Forsyth, University of Louisiana - Lafayette; Deann M. Kalich, University of Louisiana, Lafayette; Billy R. Stokes, University of Louisiana, Lafayette; Gary Asmus, University of Louisiana-Lafayette
- *Identifying Factors Associated with Adjustment to Juvenile Incarceration as Measured by Aggressive and Self-Injurious Behavior: A Study of Self-regulation in Incarcerated Adolescents*, Denise L. Bissler, Randolph-Macon College; Susan Parker, Randolph-Macon College; Livia Jansen, Hanover Juvenile Correctional Center
- *Gender and Race/Ethnic Sentencing Disparities Among Juvenile Offenders in Florida*, Lori D. Moore, Florida State University; Irene Padavic, Florida State University
- *Gender Differences in Prison Suicide Rates*, Meredith Huey Dye, Middle Tennessee State University

181. Paper Session— Masculinity, Culture and Social Institutions (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Jason Milne, Longwood University

- *Masculinity and the Indie Guitar Rock Subculture in a Southeastern College Town*, Ariane I. Prohaska, University of Alabama; L. Gabrielle Trimm, University of Alabama
- *Doing Masculinity at a Traditionally Female University*, Jason Milne, Longwood University; Elizabeth Bosworth, Longwood University
- *Constructing Masculine and Athletic Identities: The Case of College Football*, Michael C. Stewart, Bainbridge College
182. Paper Session— Medical Sociology (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Chelsea Moore, University of Texas

- *Status Inconsistency and Well-being among Adults in the United States*, Chelsea Moore, University of Texas; Marc Musick, University of Texas; Krystal Wyatt-Baxter, University of Texas
- *Breastfeeding Initiation, Exclusivity, and Duration: An Exploration Using the National Survey of Family Growth*, Jeanne A. Holcomb, University of Florida
- *Family, Work, & Illness: The Influence of Role Overload on Morbidity*, Kenzie E. Latham, University of Florida
- *Re-Examining the Age Effect on the Weight-Mortality Relationship*, Yan Yu, Center for Demography and Ecology
- *"Pharmaceutical Advertising and Subjective Experience"*, James Andrew Whitaker, The University of Mississippi

183. Paper Session— Natural Resources (Bienville)

**Presider:** Francis O. Adeola, University of New Orleans

- *Georgia's 2007 Drought: Willingness to Pay for an Annual Water Regulation Fee*, Alex M. Stoner, University of Tennessee
- *Consumer Motivations for Participation in Local Farmers' Markets*, Benjamin T. Sinclair, University of Florida; Dionne Banks, University of Florida; Greg Pavela, University of Florida
- *Crude Oil Blessing or Curse? Exploring the Case of the Niger Delta of Nigeria*, Francis O. Adeola, University of New Orleans
- *Beef, Coffee, Soybeans & Deforestation: A Test of Ecologically Unequal Exchange Theory*, Kelly F. Austin, North Carolina State University
- *The Symbolic Significance of Trees: Place Attachment and Land Loss in Coastal Louisiana*, David M. Burley, Southeastern Louisiana University

184. Paper Session— Prejudice and Social Change (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Von Bakanic, College of Charleston

- *"Normlessness in the Face of Change"*, Nkrumah D. Lewis, Winston-Salem State University
- *Ancient Prejudices and the Moderns, European and African, Long Fight Against Them*, Barbara Wyche, Saint Paul's College
- *Hillary Clinton and the Presidential Campaign: Gender and Race in the Media*, Katherine M. Barker, Roosevelt University
- *From Osama to Obama: Trust in Muslims among the Highly Religious in the United States*, Carson F. Mencken, Baylor University; Charles M. Tolbert, Baylor University; Wesley M. Hinze, Baylor University

**Discussant:** Von Bakanic, College of Charleston
185. Paper Session— Racial and Ethnic Identity (Iberville)

**Presider:** Natassaja M. Chowthi, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

- *Mapping White Racial Identity through the Examination of Stereotypes*, Kasey Henricks, Austin Peay State University
- *Intended Pregnancy and Identity among Teenage Latinas*, Megan E. Clair, Duke University

186. Paper Session— Regional Studies (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Theresa Davidson, Samford University

- *To Preserve the Mountains: Community Controlled Approaches to Sustainable Development in Oaxaca, Mexico*, Maggie E. Grieves, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
- *Is Transnational Regionalism An Alternative Globalization?*, Minjoo Oh, University of Mississippi
- *Does Place Matter? Attitudes toward Immigration in the South*, Theresa Davidson, Samford University; Carlos Garcia, San Jose State University

187. Paper Session— Varied Paths of Inquiry on Sex and Gender (Cabildo)

**Presider:** Kenneth H. Kolb, Furman University

- *"A Weirdo Among Weirdos": Stigma Management of Women Who Choose to Birth Unassisted*, Amy C. Miller, University of Southern Mississippi
- *What Do You Think?: Race, Ethnicity, and Gender Beliefs*, Jessica Luby Klick, Emory & Henry College
- *Riding the Glass Escalator? Interactions with Men in a Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Agency*, Kenneth H. Kolb, Furman University
- *Taking an Oath: An Analysis of Virginity Pledging*, Shannon M. Lewis, Louisiana State University
Sessions 3:30 PM—4:50 PM

188. Panel Session—Do You Want to Work at a Small or Community College? Sponsored by the Committee on Community and Small Colleges (Orleans/Royal)

**Presider:** Denise L. Bissler, Randolph-Macon College

- *Life After Tenure at a Small College,* Michael Lewis, Christopher Newport University
- *Mutually Assured Fit,* Cheryl Brown, Greensboro College
- *Full Circle: From Community College Student to a Doctorate, Tenure, and Community College Professor,* Patrick Feeney, Montgomery College
- *Redefining Productivity: Transitioning from a Research-Based Graduate School to a Small or Community College,* Josh R. Packard, Midwestern State University
- *Working at Small Universities, Particularly Historically Black Colleges and Universities,* Farrah Gafford, Xavier University of Louisiana

189. Panel Session—Teaching and Learning in a Multicultural Classroom. Sponsored by Sociologists for Women in Society-South (Ursulines)

**Presider:** Rebecca Bach, Duke University

- *Panelist,* Lisa Marie Peloquin, Elon University
- *Panelist,* Ashley Taylor Schultz, Duke University
- *Panelist,* Lane Destro, Duke University
- *Panelist,* Victor E. Ray, Duke University

190. Paper Session—Community Dynamics (Pontalba)

**Presider:** Timothy C. Brown, Louisiana State University

- *The Influence of Community Interactional Capacity on Human-Wildlife Conflict Mitigation Strategies in Southeastern Kenya,* Jerry Daday, Western Kentucky University; Douglas C. Smith, Western Kentucky University; Michael Stokes, Western Kentucky University; Charles Kimwele, University of Nairobi
- *Community Strategies of Adaptation and Resistance to Globalization in Mexico,* Robin King, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
- *A Service Town: An Examination of the Off-Shore Oil Industry, Local Entrepreneurs, and the Civic Community Thesis,* Timothy C. Brown, Louisiana State University; William B. Bankston, Louisiana State University; Craig Forsyth, University of Louisiana-Lafayette
- *Community and Ritual in Virtual Worlds,* Jospeh M. Simpson, Oklahoma State University; David Knottnerus, Oklahoma State University
191. Paper Session— Networks (Cabildo)

Presider: Wesley M. Shrum, Louisiana State University

- Female Scientists’ Internet Use and Professional Networks in Ghana, Kenya, and Kerala, India: Evidence of Change?, Wesley M. Shrum, Louisiana State University
- Norms and Networks: A New Approach to the Empirical Study of Social Norms, Cyprian Wejnert, Cornell University
- Professional Networks, Scientific Collaboration and Publication Productivity in Resource-Constrained Research Institutions, Marcus Antonius H. Ynalvez, Texas A&M International University; Wesley M. Shrum, Louisiana State University
- That Synergy of People: Fortifying Social Networks and Collective Identity to Build a Straight-Gay Coalition, Tristine Baccam, Southwestern University

192. Paper Session— Race and Family (Presbytere)

Presider: Jeffrianne Wilder, University of North Florida

- "What about Your Children?" Family and Colorism in the Lives of Black Women, Jeffrianne Wilder, University of North Florida; Colleen Cain, University of Florida
- Gender Differences in Voluntary Turnover among Asian Americans, Jielu Lin, Case Western Reserve University
- Adoption and Race: Implicit Bias in Family Formation, Justine E. Tinkler, Louisiana State University; Christine Horne, Washington State University
- Over 30 and the Choice to be a Single Mother in Industrialized Countries, Patrick Sacleux, University of Central Florida

193. Paper Session— Race, Gender and Schools (Bienville)

Presider: Abigail Reiter, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

- "Getting What They Expect: Examining and Preventing Self-Fulfilling Prophecies in the Classroom.", Abigail B. Reiter, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; John S. Rice, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- The Influence of Single-parent Households Headed by Women on the Gender Disparity of African American College Degree Earners., Earl Mowatt, University of Central Florida
- "Color-Blind" Classroom: Scholarship and White Performance in Black Literature Courses, Shauna M. Kirlaw, Georgia State University
- Racial Labeling and Schools: When, Where, and Why Multiracial Identity is Claimed., Whitney N. Laster, Vanderbilt University
- Theory of the Lifecourse of Leadership: The Gender Gap in Leadership, Jordan Giordano, Duke University
194. Paper Session— Teaching Sociology Online: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly (Iberville)

Presider: Thomas P. Dunn, Troy University

- Administrative Issues in Teaching Sociology Online: Running the Course and Running the Administrative Gauntlet, Robert Pullen, Troy University
- Collaborative Learning and Critical Thinking: Reflections on the Effectiveness of Discussion Board as a Tool for Peer Assessment and Student Engagement, Anna A. Hall, Delgado Community College
- Teaching Quantitative Literacy through Collaborative Learning in an Online Introductory Sociology Class, Gretchen H. Thompson, North Carolina State University; Maxine Atkinson, North Carolina State University
- On the Importance of Re-focusing the Pedagogical Concerns that Accrue to the Teaching of Online Sociology Courses from Technological Proficiency to Academic Integrity, Thomas P. Dunn, Troy University

195. Paper Session— Teaching: Issues of Race and Inequality (Gallier)

Presider: Michael M. Jessup, Taylor University

- Race, Teaching Style, and Teaching Experience in the Classroom, Heather Lee Shay, North Carolina State University; Kendra J. Jason, North Carolina State University
- Conflict in the Classroom: The Role of Faculty Allies, Jennifer L. Story, Winthrop University; Jeannie Haubert Weil, Winthrop University; Kelly James, Winthrop University
- Crack the Case: Pedagogy for Teaching Racial Inequality, Michael M. Jessup, Taylor University
- Teaching Race with What it’s not: Biology and Human Variation, Stephanie McClure, Georgia College & State University
- Environmental Sociology through Biocomplexity: Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning about the Environment, Catherine Mobley, Clemson University; Justin Green, Clemson University; Cindy Lee, Clemson University
196. Paper Session— Work (Cathedral)

**Presider:** Tim Slack, Louisiana State University

- *Minimum Wage and the Geography of Cost of Living: Addressing Rural/Urban Differentials,* Elena Delavega, University of Houston
- *The Informal Economy: Preliminary Findings from a National-Level Survey,* Tim Slack, Louisiana State University; Leif Jensen, The Pennsylvania State University; Ann Tickamyer, Ohio University
- *Working Hard and Barely Making It: Ideological Contradictions and the Working Poor,* Wendi Belinda Kane, University of Central Florida
- *Work or Graduate School?: Survival Analysis of Impact of Undergraduate and Post-Graduate Employment on Delayed Entry into Graduate School,* William T. Tyson, University of South Florida
- *Exploring the TIMO Phenomenon: Shareholder Value, Financialization, and the Transformation of Timberland Ownership in North America,* Andrew A. Gunnoe, University of Tennessee